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The foraminiferar content of ten sections representing a

time span of Late campanian to latest Maastrichtian have

been examined. Nine sections are from the Northeastern
rndian ocean region and represent facies from active
margin, passive margin and oceanic settings. The finar
section, from the ontong-Java plateau was used for
comparative purposes only.

using a simple counting technique, a 'biofacies profile"
h¡as constructed for each section atl0wing a number of
non-phyleLic or biofacies events to be recognised. The

biofacies events can be identified in severar sections;
therefore, once calibrated by conventional
biostratigraphy, they become available as additionar
correration tools. The biostrat.igraphic framework
produced by combining the conventional biostratigraphic
events with the biofacies events enabres a more refined
chronorogical correlation of the sections than has

previously been possible. such a framework is especiarly
useful in those sections which suffer a dearth of
biostratigraphically useful species.
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Apart from the biostratigraphic significance of the
various shifts in the biofacies profire, consideration of
their causes is important. The major biofacies events are
a series of five peaks in the number of aggrutinated forms
which appear to be due to sharlowíng. They are ocean_wide
in their distribution; their number suggests eustatic
oscillations at a higher frequency than the
Transgression,/Regression cycles documented by Kauffman,
( 1979b) .

superimposed on the aggtutinated peaks from the
mid-Maastrichtian onward, is a trend towards high
praeburiminid numbers. This trend can be recognised in
arr sections of the appropriate age. Higher praebuliminid
numbers are directry attributabre to dysaerobic conditions.

The changes in foraminiferar assembrages recognised in the
biofacies profiles can be viewed as secondary precursor
events to the terminal cretaceous event. The concept of a

long buird-up to the boundary is at odds with the novr

popular catastrophic models, however, the profiles offer
some support to the ecol0gical approach used by Kauffman,
(1979a).
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The situation at oceanic site 2L7 on the Ninetyeast Ridge

is unusual in two respects. Firstly in regard to
biofacies events, site 2r7 for nuch of Èhe Maastrichtian
acts in concert with the neritic sections of the !{es!ern
Australian margin. This suggests that the site was not as

deep as its mid-ocean position wourd indicate. secondly

the majority of globotruncanid species do not appear at
Site 2L7 until af ter Gf obotruncanel-l-a maVaroensis,'

(McGowran, L974, Pessagno and Michael ¡L97a\¡ thus only the
final Late Maastrichtian zone can be recognised. rt is
therefore suggested that the rate development of keered

forms r^ras due to the site moving from an extratropicar to
a tropicar situat.ion as it drifted northward with Èhe

Indian plate.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the major preoccupations of palaeoceanography has been the
construction of various profiles in time. After processing large
amounts of data from lengthy time intervalsr curves such as changing
sea Level, fLuctuations of the carbonate conpensation depth and

changes in hiatus density have been successfulry produced.

Recently, however, there has been a move ar¡ray f rom the documentation
of long-term trends to a nore nevent-oriented'approach; that is, to
a detailed analysis of shifts or events which take place on a fine
time scal.e. Thierstein and Berger, (1978), for example, discuss what

they consider to be the major palaeoceanographic events of the Iast
100 million years; included are the mid-Cretaceous anoxic events,
the Cretaceous and Eocene terminations, and the Messinian event.
The signals used in the analysis of these events are largery
micropal aeontol og ical .

The new nevent-orientedn approach is also reflected in a renewed

interest in the cretaceous/tertiary boundary problem. (see for
example Christensen and Birkelund, I979 and Birkelund and Bromley,

1979, and references therein. ) The search for a satisfactory model

to explain this event has generated an enornous amount of literature
without coming to any consensus of views. l,lost authors, when

dealing with the boundary problen, are content to document changes

that occurred across the boundary. Very few workers have examined

the possibil ity of changes in oceanic conditions which may have

occurred prior to, but linked with, the boundary event. such
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changes should manifest thenselves in the fossil record by shifts in
the make-up of the foraminiferal assemblages. Hence an

nevent-orientedn analysis of foraminiferal assemblages over a

restricted time interval preceding the Cretaceous/tertiary boundary

is one of the main aims of this work.

To this end, several sections from the Northeastern Indian Ocean

with a composite tine span of Late Campanian to latest Maastrichtian
have been examined. The sections were chosen to represent a variety
of facies in passive margin, active margin and oceanic settings.
Documentation of assemblages was carried out using simple counts so

as to producer for each section, a biofacies profile to reflect any

shifts in oceanic conditions. Analysis of any biofacies events

recognised in the profiles should therefore lead to a fuller
understanding of the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary event.

The global significance of the biofacies events is another important

consideration. That is: are any of these events related in any way

to the long-term trends nentioned at the outset? of particurar
interest in this context are the 91obal sea level curves.

One problem with all the sections studied is the dearth of
biostratigraphically useful species. However, biofacies events,

once calibrated by conventional biostratigraphy, becone available as

additional correlation tools in much the same !'/ay as changes in
coiling direction are used during the Tertiary. The construction of
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a combined biostratigraphic framework using both conventional
biostratigraphic events and biofacies events is therefore central to
this work. once constructed, such a framework provides the means of
determining accurately the timing of the fluctuations in biofacies
prof il es.

Chapter One of this thesis documents the sect.ions used, including
location, age and any pertinent biostratigraphic information.
Details of construction and analysis of the biofacies profiles takes
up Chapters Two and Three.

The unusual foraminiferal distribution at Site 2I7 has been recorded
elsewhere, (McGowran 1974, Pessagno and Michael I I974,) but is
documented in greater detail using biofacies profiles and discussed

fully in Chapter Four.

The systematics has been reduced to checklist form at the end of the
thesis. All species recognised during this study have been

illustrated and these plates are bound as a separate aÈIas.



CHAPTER ONE

DESCRIPTIONS OF SECTIONS
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SOURCES OF IIATERIAL

The samples used for this
representing three contrasting

study come from sections

environments:

1. Oceanic conditions

The Deep sea Drilling project (chief scientist at the

time, Dr. D.G. Moore) provided sampres from sites 2L7 and

2BBA. The location of these and alr other sections studied
are shown in Figure 1. simirarry, lists of the samples examined
and their depths are provided for alI sectj-ons in Figures 16

to 22 aL Llle back of this thesis.

Sample nomenclature for Sites 2I7 and 28BA is in
accordance with standard DSDP procedure. That is, 9.5 metre

cores are cut into 1.5 metre sections numbered downwards

from 1. The symbol cc refers to the core catcher located

at the bottom of each core. Hence a sample numbered

2I7-23-3 (L]-g-I2L) indicates:

2I7 Site Number

23 Core Number

3 - Section Number

(119-l_21) position of sample below top of section,
measured in centimetres.

2. Active Ma in Sediments

Samples from the Gaj River section in pakistan,

\^¡as India I s active margin during the Late Cretaceous,

provided by Prof . IVI.F. Glaessner and Dr. B. McGowran;

were supplied by Mr. E.B. Frítz of the Tidewater Oil

on what

were

they

Company
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in 1960. These sampres are numbered accord.ing to their
collecting station (26 to 31, up-section) followed, in
brackets, by an interval number.

3 Passive Margin Sediments

Two groups of samples from the passive margin of western
Australia have been examined. one group comes from five
sections through the Late cretaceous units of the carnarvon
Basin. These \^rere provided by Dr. D. Belford of the Bureau

of Minerar Resources, canberra. rnd.ividual samples are

referred to by the numbers assigned by Dr. Belford. Three

distinct lithological units are recognised: the Toolonga

carcilutite (sample numbers 0036 to 0049 and 041,2 to 041g),

Korojon Calcarenite (sample numbers OI2I to 01,52) and the
It{iria Marl (sample numbers 0153 to 0155 and 0161 to 0163).

The second group of samples comes from two wells on the
offshore Northwest shelf, withnerl No. l- and Minilya No. 1.

sidewall core material was provided by Ì,ls M. Apthorpe and

lrioodside offshore petroleum pty. Ltd. The samples are

referred to by their sub-bottom depth preceded by a w or M

as appropriate.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC FR.A'MEWORK

The sections studied contain a paucity of the

biostratigraphic events commonly used in general_ized zonal-

schemes (see van Hinte, 1976 and reference therein). This

means that an authoritative reassessment of these zonal

schemes is beyond the scope of the material. rn this work

van Hj-ntê's, (7976) scheme is used with two important

modifications.
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ZONES AND

DEFINING EVENTS

T Cretaceous Forms

G. FALSOCALCARATA

J- GLobotTuncerÌa.
faLsocaLearata

GI. MAYAROENSÏS

J- ç\s\e¡r,uneqneLLà maa aro ensi s

G. CONTUSA

)- GLobottltncana eontus a

G. GANSSERI

OTHER IMPORTANT

EVENTS

J- R ac emi guemb e Lina u ari qns

1-J-
GLobotvancana conica
GLobotzuncana stuarti

J- GLobotruncaneLla interTnedLa

lL P s eudo guembeLina eæeoLata
LL P s eudo teætu\av,ia de formi s

I BO LLDLNOLd.ES M'L LLAT'LS

J- GLobotrùLncana

''G. SCUTTLLA''

A GLobotruncana

G. CALCARÀTA

¿ GLobotTuncana

G. SUBSPINOSA

J- GLobotTunealLa

ganssez'i

caLcarata

caLcarata

subspínosa

)- BoLiDinoides draeo

- 
GLobotruncanq. buLLoides

)- EoL'iuinoides giganteus

z
Hz
A{

4o
t4
H4
Fl

J- &oT¿r¡inoides miLiaz'is

FIGURE 2z Biostratigraphic framework. Sources for
zones and defining events, van Hinte L976' Mccowran
f 978, and Kassab 1978, other eventsr van Hinte L97'6,
Barr L97 6, McGowran L97 6, and l'lasters L917 .
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(1) A Late Cretaceous sub-zone (the GLobotz,uncana

faLsocaLcarata sub-zone) is recognised. ft is defined as

the interval between the appearance of the eponymous species

and the finar extinction of cretaceous pranktonic forms.

There is some uncertainty as to the relationship between the

first appearances of G. faLsocalcarata and GlobotruneaneLLa

mayaz,oensis, since the two species appear to be almost

mutually exclusive. Ir{asters, (r977 ) suggests that the species

appear synchronously; however, Kassab, (1978), who asserts

that G. falsocaLcarata appears significantly after
GL. mayaroensis, is foll-owed in this study.

(21 McGowran , (r97Bl suggested that van Hinte, (L9761 ascribed

too short a range to Globotz,uncana contusa, and that at
least in the rndian ocean area this species appears before

GLobotruncana stuarti. Confirmation of this cannot be

provided here. Ho\arever, in Site 2BBA, specimens of

G. contusa have been found within the Lithraphites quadz,atus

nannofossil zone (Shafik, 79751 somewhat earlier than is
shown by van Hinter (19761 , indicating that on the barance of
probabilities, McGowran is correct. Therefore the G. contusa

zone, ês recognised here, is approximatel-y equivalent to the

combi-ned G. stuarti and G. contusa zones of van Hinte.

Figure 2 shows this modified zonal scheme along w.ith

other useful biostratigraphic events and together they

provide the biostratigraphic framework for the foÌIowing

discussion.



INTERVAL

Cores and Sub-Bottom Depth

Cores L7-22

(42L-480 M)

Cores 23-35

(480-600 M)

Cores 36-37

(600-614.5 M)

LITHOLOGY

Nannofossil chalk

Micarb chalk, partly shglly,
becoming cherty down hole.

Dolarenite, chert, claystone

with some sheIly micarb chalk

in upper part.
f

!'rom Sclater, von der Borch and others, L974.

TABLE 1: LITHOSTRATIGRAPHTC UNITS DSDP SITE 2I7
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OCEANIC SEDIMENTS

DSDP STTE 2T7

Introduction

Site 2I7 was dril_Ied by the D/V Glomar Challenger in
about three kilometres of water on the northernmost extremity
of the Ninetyeast Ridge (8" 56'N, 9Oo 32'.E). The ridge
is the major submarine topographic feature of the Eastern
rndian ocean, running North/south along ninety degrees east
of longitude for a distance of about 4r5oo kilometres. ft
consists of an elongate pire of extrusive material which
sits on the rndian plate a rittre to the west of the former
transform fault between the rndian and Australian prates.
rts age and depth increase from south to north. sclater,
von der Borch and others, (L9741, and sclater and Fischer,
(r974) suggest that the ridge was formed by a magmatic source
near the spreading centre, "reaking" materiar onto the newly
formed oceanic crust of the rndian plate as it moved

northwards.

Thirty-seven cores h/ere taken in all, with cretaceous
sedj-ments occupying cores 17 to 37 inclusive. sclater, von
der Borch and others, (r974) divided the cretaceous section
into the three informal l-ithostratigraphic units shown in
Table 1.

Biostrat j-graphy

Macrofossils:

30. The Cretaceous

these cores, but it

Sponge spicules are common in cores 37 to
pelecypod fnoceramus is also common in
continues above core 30. After a sharp
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peak in abundance in core 28, it too fades away up-section.

Using these macrofossil distributions and the

Iithological units listed in Tab1e L, MrcGowran (L9741

recognised a series of facies which indicate that Site 2I7

und.erwent rapid sinking soon after formation. pimm and

others (I974) extended thís work, recognising these facies

at each site drilled along the crest of the ridge. They

then showed their dj-achronous nature from north to south,

thus supporting the model of ridge formation outlined above.

NannofossiLs: Nannofossil determinations r^/ere carried
out by Gartner (1974) and Bukry (19741. Although each worker

produced an essentially similar zonation for the site,
Gartner's is more complete, and with one change, is included

here (fig. 3). The modification is the shortening of the

Tetv,aLíthus tntfidus zone which Gartner had extended up to

the top of core 25. This resulted in its overlapping with
the range of Globotr.uncanella intermedia wi;ricl;r is unlikely
(van Hinte, 19761. It is not clear from the data published

by Gartner (1974) why the decision was made to place the

top of the zore in this position. Gartner has defined the

top of Lhe zone as the first appearance of Lithraphites

quadz,atus and in Site 2'J,7 this species I f irst appearance is
in core L9, within the GL. maAaroensis zone. In this study

the top of the T. trifidus zone is tentativety placed at the

l-ast appearance of the name species, considered by many

authors to be equivalent to the first appearance of

L. quadratus , at the base of core 26 , so avoiding the overlap

with GL . intez,media.
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Ho
O AGE DOMINANT PLAT{KTONIC FORMS

TABLE 2: l{ajor planktonic overturns DSDP Site 2L7 -

t LoVI/HIGH TROCHOSPIRAL OVERTURN

I PLANISPIRAL/LOW TROCHOSPIRAL

OVERTURNGLOBIGERINIDS: PLANISPIRAL FORMS

( GlobígerineLLoides )

GLOBIGERIN]DS: DOMINANTLY LOW TROCHOSPIRAL

FoRMs (RugogLobigerina = AichaeogLobigerína
McGowran, 1974).

GLOBIGERINTDS: DOIVIINANTLY HIGI{
TRoCHoSPTRÃL FoRMs ( RugogLobigez'ina )

GLOBOTRUNCANIDS: PEAK IN ABUNDANCE

AND DIVERSITY OF HETEROHELICIDS.

MOSTLY LATE
MAASTR]CHTIAN

I

LATE CA¡4P.
EARLY MAASI.

LATE
CAMPANIAN

LATEST
MAASTRICHTIAN

35

36

30

31

34

28

29

24

25

L7

18

1,9

20
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Foraminifera: Foraminifera are common in all cores
except 37 where they are absent. Their preservation is
variable: in the lower cores (s6-zg) their tests aïe
silícified and poorly preserved. up-section of core zg,
preservation general-ry improves until core 23, above which
there is a sharp increase in the numbers of tests showing

dissolution. Tests become corroded, thin wa11s are
punctured, and the whole sample takes on a pink-brown tint.
At the same time f oraninif eral numbers d.ecrease. within
cores 77, 18 and 19, there is a spectacular reduction in the
number of planktonic forms. Although high plankton numbers

return in the final part of core rT, preservation does not
improve.

rnvestigations of the foraminiferal content of site zr7
were carried outhy pessagno and lvlichael (Lg74) and McGowran

(r974, 7977). All workers record a striking pattern of
keeled planktonic assemblage changes; a brief qualitative
outline of all plankton changes is provided in Table z.

rt is the late development of a diverse keeled
(Globotruncanid) assemblage that is of the most interest here.
The Globotruncanids are the mainstay of most Late cretaceous
zonar schemes; the unusually late development of a d.iverse
keeled assemblage means that most important keeled species
are not found until after the first occurrence of
Gl-. magaroensis in core 22, so that only the final
Maastrichtian zoîe can be recognised (Fig. S). The

significance of the other changes in planktonic assernblages

listed in Table 2 is unclear but these changes appear to be
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correrative with sections from western Australia and the
North west shelf , hence their exact age i_s i_mportant. At
site 2L7 both occur before the first appearance of
T. t'ifidus (Gartner, 19741 indicating a minimum age of Late
campanian. At this stager ârr assertion that both planktonic
overturns occur post the first occurrence of B. mi|ia,is,
restricting their age to Late campanian, will have to
suffice. Evidence for this is contained in chapter Two.

The only other biostratigraphicarry usefur event is the
non-evolutionary appearance of GL. intermed.ia at the base of
core 25. This event dates the sediments above as mostly
Late Maastrichtian. Nannofossit dates indicate a Late
campanian Early Maastrichtian age for core 27. Thus the
entire middte Maastrichtian must be compressed into core 26

(Fig. 3). It is more likely that a major hiatus,
representing most of that interval-, is present in the
section just below the first appearance of GL. íntey,med.ia.

Cretaceous /Tertiarv Boundary

The cretaceous/Tertiary Boundary lies between coïes 16

and 77 (McGowran, 1974). A change from nannofossil chalk to
a cray and foraminifera rich nannofossil chalk has been

recorded at this revel (sclater, von der Borch and others,
L974) - An increase in bioturbation is also recorded. on

foraminiferal evidence core 16 section 6 is assigned to
zone P].b and the core catcher to zone p1.a (McGowran, rg74),
indicating a slight microparaeontological break. Data from
nannofossils also suggests that the earliest Danian is
missing on the Nj_netyeast Ridge (Gartner, Lg74).
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For comparative

the Maastrichtian of
examined.

11.

a sma1l suite of samples from

(cores 9 and 10) has been

purposes,

Site 2BBA

site 28BA was drilled to a depth of 299.5 metres in
about three kilometres of water. Tt is situated on the
south-eastern fl-ank of the ontong-Java plateau, south west

Pacific ocean, 5 o 53.35 ' s, L61o 44.531F, (Andrews, parkham and

others, 19751 .

Biostratiqraphv

In both cores the

by planktonic species.

considered.

foraminiferal assemblage

The few benthonic forms

is dominated

were not

core 10 contains a somewhat impoverished fauna made up

of almost equal numbers of GLobigez,ineLLoides species,

biserial Heterohelicids and double keered Globotruncana

species (c. Linneiana and G. fornicatal . The presence of
PseudoteætuLaz,ia deformis j-n core 10 section 2 indj_cates a

maximum age of middle Maastrichtian (Fig. 4) .

Core 9 on the other hand, contains a large, d.iverse,

beautj-ful]y-preserved fauna dominated by single keel-ed

GLoboty,uncana species (C. stuanti, G. stuartiformis and

G. eleuatal . Murtiserial forms of the Heterohelicids are

present in considerabl-e numbers, especiarry pLanoglobuL¿na

aeeruulinoides. oddly , Racemiguembelina uaz,ians is absent.
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Most of the core can be assigned to the GLoboty,uncana

contusa zone (Fig. 4) (mid - Late lvlaastrichtian). The zonal

species is first found in core 9cc. saito (L975) assigns the
core to the G. ga.nsseri zone, but this species has not been

found. rt is possible that saito confused juvenile Buchez,ina.

sandidgi with G. gansceni.

The topmost sample in core 9 contains GL. maaa,Toensis,

albeit rare, providing a sorid ratest Maastrichtian age.

Cretaceous/Tertiary Bounda ry

The boundary falls somewhere within 30 metres of
section between cores 8 and g. The earliest Tertj-ary
(core BCC) is Danian zone pl-.c.

uncored

dated

ACTTVE ¡4ARGTN SEDIMENTS

GAJ RIVER SECTION PAKISTAN

Introduction

The sediments exposed by the Gaj River range in age from

Late cretaceous in the west to Earry Miocene in the East.
A suite of samples from the cretaceous Korara share (Kureshy,

L978) has been examined.

Biostratigraphy

The Gaj River secti-on fall-s into two halves with the
first appearance of G. faLsocaLcaz'ata occurring at the
midpoint. samples from the lower half of the section produce

an abundant fauna, the preservation of which is poor but
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adequate, a result of recrystarrization. The large numbers

of planktonic forms are dominated by single keeled

grobotruncanids (c. stuarti, G. eLeuata and G. conica).

Above the first appearance of G. faLsocaLcaz,ata,

foraminiferar numbers drop sharply, especially the benthonic
forms. Preservation deteriorates but again it is the

benthonics which suffer most. The benthonic assemblage is
dominated by a frood of praebuliminids, the planktonic
assemblage by G. faLsocalcarata.

As well as heraldíng a period of d.eteriorating
preservation, the first appearance of G. faLsoealcarata also
marks the base of the latest MaastrichLj-an subzone (rig. 5).
rn that portion of the section berow the subzone, there are

f ew foraminif eral events to provj_de an age.

A single, but excel_Ient specimen of GL. ma.Aar.oens.is

from sampre 27 (20-30), fairly low in the section, extends

the Late Maastrichtian age downwards. The rowest sample

contains Tz'initeLLa scotti. Both lr{asters (I977 ) and postuma

(1962) attribute to this species the same range as

GL. maaaroensis which wourd result in the assignment of
the entire section to the GJ. mayaz.oensis zone. (Kureshy,

L979, has suggested this.) On the other hand, pessagno

(1967 ) and Smith and pessagno (I9731 , show Z. scotti as

appearing slightly before the zone species. Nevertheless, a

Late Maastrichtian age for the Korara shales cannot be

doubted.
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Cretaceous /Terti ary Boundary

The cretaceous/Tertiary contact at Gaj Ríver occurs

within a lithologicalty continuous sequence (McGowran, 196g;

Dorreen, L974) . Dorreen (p. 186) in fact states that the
contact "cannot be picked in the f iel_d,'. It has been

suggested that the lack of a lithorogicar break is reflected
in there being no significant faunal break (Dorreen, L974¡

Kureshy, 1970). That is, both the l-atest Maastrichtian and

the earliest Danian are present. certainly the ratest
Maastrichtian is present. However, the appearance of
PLanorotaLites compressa. in the earriest Tertiary sampre

(McGowran, L978i Dorreen, L974, and confirmed in this study)

indicates that most, if not alr, the Danian is missing.
Thus, despite a rithorogically continuous section, a major

faunal break is evident.

PASSIVE MARGIN SEDIM-ENTS

ONSHORE SECTIONS CARNARVON BASIN

uncertainty surrounds the exact stratigraphic location
and. precise age of the three Late cretaceous units from the
carnarvon Basin. various authors have ptaced the Korojon

calcarenite both above and below the Tooronga calcirutite
(Playford and others, 1975; euilty, 1,977,). The reported age

of the thin Miria Marl- varies from Late campanian - Early
Maastríchtian (Brunnschweiler , 'J,966, determination based on

Ammonites), to Middre Maastrichtian (Edgel1 , 'r-957; Belford,
I959¡ Foraminífera) to latest Maastrichtian (McGowran, l-96g;
Foraminifera). The sections studied here can go some way

towards resolving the problem.
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Figure 6z Constraints and age of the Toolonga Calcilutite.
Simplified lithology from Playford and others, L975.
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TOOLONGA CALCILUTTTE

Introduction

Two sections through the Toolonga Calcilutite were

studied. One, from Pil-Iarawa HitI where the section is
about 74 m thick, the other is thinner (about 5 m thick) and

comes from Hameli-n Poor. Quilty (L977 ) records the rithology
of the unit as being ". greenish calcilutite often
massive and leached in outcrop to give the appearance of
white chalk. "

Biostratigraphy

Al-I samples yielded abundant, well preserved

foraminifera, ho'v'rever, both sections l_ack any biostrati-
graphicarry useful species. Fortunately the pirrarawa Hirl
section contains a plankton overturn comparable to one at
Site 2I7.

samples from the bottom of the sectj.on (numbers 0036 to
0038) contain a planktonic fauna dominated by non-keel_ed

planispiral forms (GLobigez,ineLLoides spp. ) . The rest of
the section yields a plankton assemblage comprising mainly

non-keeled 1ow trochospiral forms (HedbergeLLa buLbosal

(Fig. 6) . The same planispiraL/ l-ow trochospiral overturn at
site 2L7 is dated as Late campanian (rable 2l. The lack of
an assemblage dominated by non-keeIed, high trochospiral forms

confirms that the topmost part of the section can be no

younger than Late Campanian.

The entire pJ-anktonic

section is composed mainly

assemblage from the Hamelin pool

of non-keeled planispiral forms
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indicating that this
and/or equivalent to

section is stratigraphically below

the base of that from pillarawa HiII.

KOROJON CAICARENITE

Introduction

Thirty-two sampres from the type section of the Korojon
carcarenite in c-y creek have been used in this study.
These represent a thickness of about 39 metres.

The rithology of the c-y creek section is described in
great detaj-l_ by Condon and others (1956). As pointed out by

Quilty (1'9771 , its lithology i-s the same as the Toolonga

calcilutite except for the addition of huge amounts of
Inoceramus prj-sms.

Biostratigraphy

As with the TooÌonga calcilutite, all samples produced

a large, welr preserved foraminiferal- assemblage. There is
some evidence of reworking; stained specimens are found in
sampres which otherwise show no staining and. uice uersa.
However, in each case the reworked material constituted such

a smarr proportion of the fauna which was recovered that it
ü/as considered negligible.

No scandard zonal species have been found, nor have any
planktonic overturns useful in dating the Toolonga Calcilutite;
the assemblage contains instead an equal mix of low and high
trochospiral forms.

Despite the dearth of standard zonal species a
constraints can be placed on the age of the section

number of
(Fig. 7l ¿
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(i) The appearance of

of the section provides

B oLiu ino ide s niLiaz,i. s

a maximum age of Late

(ii) The overlap of the ranges of B. miliaz.is and BoLduinoid's
giganteus in samples 0138 and 0139, half-way through the
section is indicative of an .bJarly Maastrichtian age. This
is confirmed by the last occurrence of G. buLLoi.d.es in sample

0140.

(iii) The final sample (0152) contains BoLi.uinoid,es draco,
again suggestive of an Early Maastrichtian age.

rn sunrmary, the Korojon calcarenite from c-y creek

ranged in age from ?Late campanian to Early lr{aastrichtian.

MIRIA MARL

Introduction

The top of the Korojon calcarenite marks the close of
the first phase of sherf carbonate sedimentation in the
carnarvon Basin. A second very brief but widespread phase

is marked by the Miria Marr. tt is a thin (0.6-2.1 m thick,
Playford and others, r975) unit consisting of "calcarenite
and light greenish-grey marl".

Two sections were used: one from Toothawarra creek
(type sectj-on) where the unit is about L.2 m thick,and the

other frcrn tlre c-y creel< vùrere a thickness of I m is recorrded.

near the base

Campanian.
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Biostratiqraphy

Each sampre produced a diverse and well preserved

microfauna. The two sections are identical and can be

treated together.

Prankton diversity in the lr{iria Marl is higher than in
the underlying Korojon Calcarenite. Multiserial
heterohelicids and both singre and double keeled globo-
truncanids are found. one member of this ratter group

notabre for its absence is G. contusa. A form referred to
here as G. cf. contusa has a similar overalr shape, butr âs

suggested in the systematics section, it may be more closely
related to G. arca. than G. contusa.

Estimates of the age of the Miria Marr vary from author
to author, depending upon the fossíI groups used. The

variation is due largely to the non-recognition of standard
zonal species. During this study, hohrever, GL. ma.aa.r.oensis

has proved to be reasonabry common in every sample examined

(rig. 8), indicating conclusively a latest lr{aastrichtian age

for the unit.

Cretaceous/Tertiary Boundary

The Miria MarI is disconformably overlain by

Paleocene Boong'erooda Greensand (McGowran, 1979) ,

a significant hiatus across the boundary.

the Middle

indicating
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OFF SHORE SEDTMENTS NORTHWEST SHELF

Material from two wells

been examined. A summary of

the ages of the sections has

(re7 el .

on the Northwest She1f has

the lithology and estimates of
been published by Apthorpe

!üITHNELL NO. 1

Introduction

This well is located in the Dampier sub-basin

(20o0r'12"s, l-l-5"48'15"8). The section studied lies between

L440 m and 20L0 m sub-bottom depth.

Biostratigraphy

Samples yielded varyi-ng numbers of foraminifera with
very Iow plankton numbers occasionally being recorded.

Preservation is in general poor.

In common with the Carnarvon Basin material, a major

problem in these two wells is the lack of sol_id

biostratigraphic control, since standard zonal- species are

rare. The top three samples of the section (W1485, WL460ì

W1440) contain GZ. maAa.ï,oensis, fixing their age as latest
Maastrichtian, equivalent in part at least to the Miria
Mar1. Below sample W1485 it is difficult to do more than

place the following constraints on the age of the section
(Fis. e):
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(i) Between samples !v1950 and wL799, towards the base of the
section, a low trochospiral dominated plankton assemblage

gives way to a high trochospiral_ assemblage. The same

overturn occurs in the late campanian of site 2r7 (Table 21.

(ii) Sample W1700, about half-way through the

contains the l-ast occurrence of G. buLLoides,

minimum age of early Maast.richtian.

The situation then is exactly analogous

relationship between the Korojon Calcarenite

Marlt it is also very similar to Site 217.

(iii) The first occurrence of B. d.raco in w1519 dates it as

early Maastrichtian.

Apthorpe (1979) has suggested that the middte

Maastrichtian is missing at this site. The ages deduced

above would support this. sample w1519 is dated as earry
Maastrichtian; thirty-five metres above it, sample W1485

contains well developed GL. ma.Aaroenszs (Iatest Maastrichtian).
Therefore all the middl-e and some of the Late Maastrichtian
has to be accommodated in that thirty-four metres. There is
one sample in this contentious interval- (W1505) which contains
so few planktonic foraminifera that it is impossibre to rule
out the possibility that it too is part of the GL. mayaroensis

zone. If this is the case, the liketihood of a hiatus is
increased.

secti-on,

providing a

to the

and the Miria

Cretaceous tertia Bounda

sample w1350 is dated as zone p.l-c-d and represents the

oldest Tertiary sample recovered and accurately dated. An
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impoverished benthonic fauna does continue below this to

1-430 m (n. Heath, pers. comm., l-981).

MINILYA NO. ]-

Introduction

The second wel-l (Minilya No. 1) is situated about

360 kilometres to the north-east of Withnell No. 1 in the

Outer Beagle sub-basin (180"I0'28"S, 118"48'56"8) . The

section studied lies between 1868 m and 1686 m sub-bottom

depth.

Biostratigraphy

The bottom part of the section (samples M1868 and

M1841)contained little or no foraminifera. The remaining

samples produced slightly higher numbers of specimens than

V'Iithnell No. 1. In common with that site preservation is

poor.

There is very little information wh.ich can be used to

deduce the age of the section (Fig. 10).

G. bulloides makes its first and last appearance in

sample MI779, indicating that the sample is no younger than

Early Maastrichtian. GL. mayaroensis is common in the top

sample, providing the only firm date in this section:

latest Maastrichtian.

Apthorpe (1979) has suggested that this section too has

a middle Maastrichtian hiatus similar to that discussed in

the previous section. B. dz'aco, so useful in defining the
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hiatus in withnelr No. L, first appears in Minirya No. 1- at
the same time as GL. ma.Ad.ï.oensis. There is no biostratigraplr-ic
event in Minilya No. 1 that can be used to determine the
presence or absence of a hiatus.

Cretaceous Tertiary Boundary

The ordest dated Tertiary sampre is in sampre 1679.5 and

is assigned to zone P.ld (n. Heath, pers. comm., 1991).



CHAPTER Tl^lO

FORAMINIFERAL BIOFACIES PROFI LES
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INTRODUCTION

Processing of large amounts of palaeoceanographic data
has been successfurly used in the construction of various
profiles in time. These include the records of fluctuations
in carbonate compensation depth (van Andel, I97Sl and the
sea level curves of Vail and others (L977) and Kauffman

(r979a). Recently, however, the emphasis has changed to the
detailed analysis of short term events and shifts such as

ôC ]3 and ôO 18 f luctuat j-ons (Scho1le and Arthur, 19g0;

vincent and others, 1981) and the change from the satinity
d.ominated cretaceous ocean to the thermohal_ine controlred.
modern ocean.

rt is understandable then that the cretaceous-Tertiary
boundary event, has generated a great deal of discussion
(christensen and Birkel-und , L97 9, and references therein) .

However, there have been very few attempts to document in
detail any oceanic perturbations that possibly occurred
prior to the boundary event and may be reflected in the
marine micropalaeontological record. one such attempt can

be found. in the work of Percival and Fischer ft9771. These

workers quantified nannofossir assemblage changes in a few

metres of section each side of the boundary at zumaya,

Spain. Their excellent work, ho\,rrever, \iüas on a very small

scale.

rn thís study, changes in forami-niferal assemblages in
each sectíon have been quantified (site 288A was omitted

because of its lack of continuous coring), and. assembred into
a foraminiferal biofacies profile (Figs. 15 to 221 .
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The sections used in this study cover a time span of
Late campanian to Latest Maastrichtian. Their geographic

location offers a good coverage of the North-Eastern rndian
Ocean region.

METHODS

In each section, three counts were undertaken. The

first ascertained the relative proportions of planktonic and

benthonic forms in each sample, largery to give some indication
of depositional depth. The second count sprit the planktonic
fraction into three large groups:

(A) Globotruncanids (keeled forms)

genera included: GLobotruncana
GLobo truncane LLa

(B) Globigerinids (non-keeled forms)

genera included ¿ Bucherina
GLobigerineLLoíde s
HedbengeLLa
Rug ogLobigerina
TrtniteLLa

(C) Heterohelicids

genera included: GubLerina
Hetey,ohe Liæ
PLanogLobuLina
P s eudo guembe Linq
P seudoteætuLaria
Rac emi guemb e Lina
VentiLabz.eLLa

rn addition, where present, GuembeLitn¿a cz'etacea was counted

separately.

These groups do not constitute formal- taxa, but the

do possess a natural unity. Alsogenera included ín each
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their being defined in this way allowed easy recognition and.

the counting process courd be carried out quickly and

accurately. The aim of this count was firstly to document

any gross changes in the planktonic assembrage, and secondry

to use the abundance of keeled forms to give some indication
of the tropical or extratropicar nature of the environment

of deposition.

The final_ count was a profiling of the changes in
benthonic assemblages. More groups were used; consequentry,

the profile is more refined. However, unlike the prankton

count, the same groups were not used in each section,
selection depending upon which genera $/ere present and

their abundance. No preferred taxonomic level was used,

some "groups" consistÍng of single g'enera or species.

The contents of other, larger groups require some

explanation:

(A) Aqglutinated: all agglutinated forms, mainly

spiropLectammina, Mars soneLLa, Doz,otht a and Gaudryina.

(B) uvigerinids: rncl-udes two genera only , Eouuigez,.Lna and

Pseudouuige'ina. Occasionally, ho'øever, these \dere

counted separately.

(c) cibicidids: comprises cibicides, arr members of the
Anomalinidae and, when not counted separately,
Ggroidinoides. AnguLogaueL¿neLLa bettenstaedti and

Kanz,eria were occasionally treated separately.
AnguLogaueLineLLa v,akaunoanq. uras always considered a

separate group.
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(D) Nodosarids: Nodosariacea.

(E) Others: All remaining genera; composition is very
variable.

The results of ar1 counts are protted against sub-bottom

depth or section thickness (Figs. 16 to 221. These figures
arso show a comprete listing of the benthonic groups used and

the total- number of foraminifera counted. The final piece
of information incruded is a select range chart, protted on

the same scale as the profiles and showing the occurrence of
the more j-mportant species.

The method of counting'was the same for al1 sections.
However, only the sampres from the Northwest shelf were

small enough to arlow a complete count. rn al1 other cases,

a sub-sampl-e was obtained and a great deal of care

devoted to avoiding bias. rn each sampre an attempt was

made to count at reast 1,000 individuars; usually this was

exceeded. occasional samples yielded onry very smal_1

numbers of specimens; onry if the total number of specimens

counted exceeded thirty was the data plotted.

RESULTS

The biofacies profiles document changes in foraminiferal
assemblages through time. some changes are conmon to several_

sections and can be regarded as non-phyletic events in the
same way as changes in direction of coj_ring are used in the
Tert iary.

These events aïe surnmarised in Figures 23 and 24. rn
these figures, selected curves have been abstracted fron the
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complete plots of results. Figure 23 tabulates, for each

section, the percentage of plankton plus the curves of the

aggluLinated forms and praebuliminids from the benthonic

spIit. Figure 24 presents the cibicid.id and the

A. y,akauroana curves for selected sections. Both figures

also show l-imited biostratigraphic data.

The most obvious feature of the biofacies profiles are

the sharp fluctuations in the numbers of agglutinated forms.

Figure 23 shows that five peaks in these forms have been

recognísed in the Late Campanian - Maastrichtian. The

composition of the agglutinated peaks varj-es from section to
section depending upon the assemblage present (see range

charts). In most cases the peaks are accompanied by a drop

in plankton numbers.

The oldest peak,41, is found in Site 2I7, where it
occurs after the planispiral /J-ow trochospiral overturn and

before the first appearance of the nannofossil species

T. trifidus (Gartner , L97 4l . The recognition of A1 in the

Korojon Calcarenite after the fj-rst appearance of B. miLiaris
fixes its age as Late Campanian, within the G. subspinosa

zor.e. (Figure 11 shows the complete biostratigraphic
framework alongside the estimated age of the non-phyletic

events. ) This agglutinated peak is also found at the base

of Withnell No. 1, but this occurrence does not refine the

date any further.

The PíIlarawa Hill section of the Toolonga Calcilutite
contains no clear peak. However, just above the planispiral/

low trochospiral overturn, there is a sharp reduction in
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agglutinated numbers and A1 is placed a rittle before the

drop. Supporting this placement, just above Al_ in some

sections, is the next major non-phyretic event, the cibicidid/
rakauroana overturn. Illustrated in Figure 24, it is the

repracement of .4. rakauz'oana wíi'h, cibicidids. The overturn
is crearly found in site 21,7, Korojon carcarenite and the

Pillarawa HiIl section of Èhe Toolonga Ca1cilutite.
A. rakauv'oana is very rare in lrlithnell No. 1, however, and.

the overturn can stil1 be recognised on the basis of a

sudden increase in cibicidids. whenever found, this overturn
always closery follows 41, or in the case of the pilrarawa

Hill section of the Toolonga calcilutite, the estimated

position of 41.

rmmediately above the cibicidid/Takauroana. overturn in
withnell No. l- and site 277 is the low/high trochospiral
event which, in the latter section, occurs before the first
appearance of T. tt,ifídus (Gartner, I9741 . This ordering

i-ndicates that the cibicídíd/z,akauroana overturn lies
within the G. subspinosa zone and is of Late campanian age.

The sharp drop in numbers of A. rakauroenq. associated

with the cibicidid/rakauroana. overturn does not mark the

extinction of this species. rnstead the species fades

s1ow1y away up section, just reaching the Early lr{aastrichtian

in the Korojon Calcarenite where its 1ast appearance is
coincident with the last appearance of GLobotruncana buLLoi.d.es ,

but extending to within the GL. maaa.Toensis zone at site 2r7.

The appearance of large numbers of A. rakauroa.nq. in the
Late Campanian and its depletion in younger sediments, as

recorded here,is at odds with data from New Zearand where

the s¡ncies was originally described.
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There, Stevens (L978) reports that the species is a

prominent part of Late Haumurian microfaunas (approximatery

equivalent to the Maastrichtian); it has also been recorded
as high as the Paleocene (V,Iebb, 1-g7l-l .

Agglutinated peak A2 (Ei.g. zs) is restricted to withnel_I
No. 1 where it occurs in one sampre only. Dating of the
peak can onry be described as roose. rt is bracketed by the
low/high trochospíraI overturn and the rast appearance of
G. buLLoides, indicating a broad Late Campanian/Ear1y

Maastrichtian age.

The bottom part of the section at Minilya No. 1 is
notable for its lack of foraminifera (so few in fact that
it is omitted from Figure23) and a sandy lithology. As far
as can be determined from conventional biostratigraphy, A2

correlates with this portion of Minilya No. 1.

The next agglutinated peak, 43, is found clearly and

unambiguously in every section containing sediments of the
appropriate age: Site 2I7, Withnell- No. L, Minilya No. I,
and the Korojon calcarenite. rn aI1 sections except lr{inilya
No. r, it is preceded by a peak in Boliuinoides numbers.

Peak A3 is always followed by a rapid increase in praebulirninids
(rig. 23). The age of A3 can be determined with a fair degree

of precision since it fal-Is between the last occurrence of
G. buLloLdes and the first appearance of BoLiuinoid.es draco,

thus índicating an Early Maastrichtian age (basal

G. ga.nssev,i zone).

The high PraebuLimina numbers which occur after A3

contínue to the top of each section except where further
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agglutinated peaks occur. site 2L7 is slightly more complex

in that high Pv'aebuLinina counts have been recorded prior to
43. However, these early increases are only transitory.

The foreshortening of several species' ranges at site 2r7

is a resurt of the late development of a kcered assemblage.

The sudden j-ncrease in the number of globotruncanids which

occurred at this time (Late Maastrichtian) is clearry shown

in the biofacies profile for that site, and is represented

symbolically in Figure 23.

The next aggrutinated peak is difficult to "pin d.own" in
time and consequently is shown in Figure 23 as a symbol

rather than a tíme rine. Both sections of the Miria Marr

have a rarge aggrutinated content (50-602) suggesting a peak

associated with GL. ma.aa.Toensis. An agglutinated peak does

occur just before this species' first occurrence in withnerl
No. 1 and in Gaj River. In both sections there is no

evidence to suggest that this peak does not fatl within the

GL. ma.Aavoensis zone.

At Withnell No. 1, plankton numbers are very low at the

time of the peak, hence accurate age determination is
impossible" The presence of T. scotti in the lowest sample

of the Gaj River section indicates that the entire section

is possibly within the GL. maAa.r,oensis zone. All this
evidence suggests the presence of an agglutinated peak at or

near the base of the GL. mq.Aaroensis zone.
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The final agglutinated peak certainly lies within the

GL. mayaroensis zone as is evident in Site 21,7. It is also

recognised in Gaj River where it occurs simultaneously with
the first appearance of G. faLsocalcay,ata. The peak in this
section is followed by a further increase in PraebuLimina

numbers. Prior to ^A'4, numbers of this genera are already at
the elevated, post A3 leve1 of the Western Australian

sections', afLer A4, Pnaebulimina numbers explode, ât times

reaching 603 of the benthonic fraction.

At Site 2I7, spectacular fl-uctuations in Plankton

numbers occur foll-owing A'4.

CORRELATIONS AND HIATUSES

The events dj-scussed above once calj-brated by

"classical" biostratigraphy, become available as

additional tools for use in correlation. Figure 12 shows

the pattern of sediment distribution obtained when the

non-phyletic events and biostratigraphic framework are used

in conjunction. The lower boundaries shown represent

the lowest samples studied, not necessarily the bottom of the

unit or weII.

The basic pattern of two phases of carbonate

sedimentation separated by a hiatus has long been known

from the Carnarvon basin (Playford and othersr 1975). Apthorpe

(1979) recorded the hiatus in WÍthnell No. 1 and suspected

its presence in Minilya No. 1. What is new here is the

accurate dating of the hiatus' duration and its recognition

on the Ninetyeast Ridge.
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Data from the biofacies profiles can al-so sort out the

stratigraphic relationship of the Korojon Calcarenite and

the Toolonga Calcilutite. Some authors argue that the

Korojon carcarenite lies mostly stratigraphicarly above the
Toolonga Calcilutite, whilst others assert the reverse.

The cibicidid curve for each section of the Toolonga

carcilutite and the basal- part of the Korojon calcarenite

are shown in Figure 13. The curve for the l-atter section

shows three distinct stages: a basal section with high

cibicidid. numbers, followed by a section wíth a 1ow

proportion of cibicidids which then passes upwards into an interval
with a high count of cibicidids. This increase is associated

with the cibicj-did/r,akauroana overturn.

Comparison of this pattern with the curves obtained

from the two Toolonga Calcilutj-te sections reveal-s a similar

pattern: the Hamel-in Pool section has high cibicidid

numbers, equivalent to the basal stage of the Korojon

Calcarenite. The Pillarawa Hil-l- section, on the other

hand, begins with row cibicidid numbers which rapidly increase

again in association with the cibicidid,/v,akq.uz,oana overturn.

The implication is that both sections of the Toolonga

calcilutite are equivalent to the basar part of the Korojon

Calcarenite. Further, the possibility of the Hamelin pool

section extending some way below the Korojon Calcarenite

cannot be entirely discounted.

Thi-s correlation also finally confirms the age of the

planispiral-/low trochospiral overturn. The overturn is
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present in the Pillarawa Hill section of Toolonga Calcilutite;
this section is equivalent to a portion of the Korojon

Calcarenite above the first appearance of B. miLiay,is, which

in turn equals the base of the G. subspinosa zone. The fact
that the overturn occurs before the agglutinated peak A1

further restricts its age to the lower part of the

G. subspinosa zone.

Figure 12 shows the lowest sample from the Korojon

Calcarenite as being approximately equivalent to the lowest

part of the section from Site 2I7, about the base of the

G. subspinosa zone. The slight discrepancy is due to the

Iack of B. miliaris in the basal part of Site 2I7 .

The section studied from Withnell No. 1 starts just

prior to 41, whereas the section from Minilya No. 1 starts
with the low foraminiferal- interval equivalent to

agglutinated peak 42.

The hiatus in Site 2I7, ínferred from nannofossil- data

and the first appearance of GL. intermedía, occurs during

Core 26. It is no coincidence that this core also contains

the agglutinated peak 43. On the Western Australj-an margin,

however, A3 does not mark the beginning of the hiatus. In

both Vüithnell No. 1 and the Korojon Calcarenite,

sedimentation continues untíI the first appearance of
BoLiuinoides draco. Depending on exactly how close A3 is to

the first occurrence of this species, the "Iag-time" may be

very small. It is during this tj-me that the numbers of

Praebulimina begin to increase.

The recognition of A3 in Minilya No. 1 confirms the

presence of the hiatus there. A3 occurs in sample Ml-750
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províding an Ear1y Maastrichtian age for the sample. The

híghest sample in the section (M1686) contains the latest
Maastrichtian zonal species GL. ma.aa.v.oensis. Data from the

other shelf sections suggests that at l-east some of the

sediments above A3 wourd also be Earry Maastrichtian in âgê,

leaving very little room for the middle Maastrichtian. In
Figure L2, the híatus is shown as starting a rittle earrier
in Minilya No. 1 than in the other Western Australian

sections, due to the late appearance of B. draco in this
section.

The end of the hiatus in al-I sections occurs at
approximately the same time as the first appearance of
GL. ma.Aaroensis, and the agglutinated peak associated with
it. rn detair, the hiatus termination at Site zr7 occurs

before this event, based on the presence of GL. intermedia

in several samples without GL. ma.Aaroensis.

The lowest sample from the Gaj River section is
considered synchronous wj-th the base of site 2r7, due to the

recognition of the aggrutinated peak associated with basal

GL. maAaroensis zone. In the Western Australian sections,

this peak, where present, marks the end of the hiatus, and

at Gaj River it is found a few metres above the bottom of
the section. The absence of this agglutinated peak in
Minilya No. 1 is thought to be a result of the hiatus

extending higher in the section.

Deposition of the Miria MarI begins and ends within
this agglutinated peak, whereas on the Northwest She1f some

Late Cretaceous record exists above. However, sections from
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Minilya No. 1 and Withnell No. 1 finish well before the end of

the Cretaceous. However, the sections from Site 2L7 and

Gaj River appear to extend right up to the Cretaceous/

Tertiary boundary.

Agglutinated. peak A4 is uniquely defined by its

association with the first appearance of G. faLsocaLcarata.

Its recognition in Site 2L7 is more equivocal, there being

three peaks which are possible correl-atives. However, the

oldest and most prominent peak is used. The recognition of

A4 in both the Gaj River sectíon and Site 2I7, (a) confirms

that the G. falsocaLcav,ata subzone is equivalent to the upper

portion of the GL. ma.Aqroensis zone, and (b) emphasises the

synchronism of the deterioration in the sections.

Having used these non-phyletic events to correlate in

this wêy, the next step is to give some consideration to

their paleoenvironmental significance. This is the thrust

of the next chapter.



CHAPTER THREE

THE tsIOFACIES EVENTS

THEIR CAUSES AND SIGNIFICANCE
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INTRODUCTION

The non-phyletic events recognised from the biofacies
profiles have proved to be useful adjuncts to conventional

biostratigraphy. The correlations carried out in the

previous chapter hrere, hohrever, accomplished without any

reference to the cause of these events. The aim of this
chapter is to discuss the causes of the aggtutinated peaks

and the sudden increase of praeburiminids. An assessment is
then made of their significance in rel-ation to the Terminal

Cretaceous Event.

CAUSES OF THE BIOFACIES EVENTS

Figure 23 shows that an agglutj_nated peak often occurs

simul-taneousry with a sharp reduction in plankton numbers.

This association is clearly seen in !,tithne1I No. 1, Minilya
No. 1 and the Korojon cal-carenite during agglutinated peak A4.

The reduction of planktonic numbers suggests that the

agglutinated peaks occur during periods of regression. The

correlations carried out i¡r the previor:schapter of fer support

for this hypothesis by systematically linking the aggrutinated

peaks with other significant events.

As far as can be ascertained from conventional

biostratigraphy, the agglutinated peak A2 at Withnel1 No. 1

occurs synchronously with an interval which is almost

devoid of foraminifera on Minilya No. 1, possibry representing

a regressive phase. At Site 2I7, agglutinated peak A3

coincides with a major break in the secti-on. on the western
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Australian margin the same peak may be very close in time to
the beginning of the same middle Maastrichtian hiatus. The

start of the transgresion which terminates the hiatus is

marked in many sections by an agglutinated peak (see Figure

J-2). The association of the agglutinated peaks with these

features supports the hypothesis that high agglutinated numbers

are linked with shallow water, due to either a regression or

the beginning of a transgression.

Above 43, praebuliminid numbers increase dramatically

and they maintain their high numbers until the end of the

Cretaceous. During the agglutinated peaks, however,

their numbers faLl (see, for example, the Miria lt{arl and

Withnell No. 1 in Figure 23) . The reciprocity of the

two groups may be a result of depth fluctuations.

That is, if high agglutinated numbers are due to shallow

water, the high praebuliminid numbers may represent deeper

water. However, this does not appear to be the case; the

basal part of the Korojon Calcarenite has high plankton

numbers but a low praebuliminid count, whereas the top of the

section has a similar abundance of plankton and is accompanied

by high praebufimina numbers. Obviously there must be some

factor other than water depth involved.

praebul-imina numbers reach a maximum in the upper part

of the Gaj River section after the first appearance of

G. fal-socal-carata. Prior to this event, praebuliminid

numbers are about the same as those recorded on the Western

Australian margin, that is, roughly 202 of the benthonj-c
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fraction. However, in Gaj River, after the first occurrence

of G. faLsocalcarata they occasionarry comprise up to 60eo of
the benthonic fraction.

Four

P. t"eussi,

species j-s

it is the

species are involved, PraebuLímina e-

car s/g ae ,

P. LaeuLs and P. kickapooens.is. The f,ourth

the most important, as at the top of the section

only member of PraebuLimína present.

A number of other physical and biological changes pivot
around the first occurrence of G. faLsocq.Lcarata:

(1) There is a sudden increase in pyrite content in the

samples: from rare or absent below G. faLsocalcay,ata to
abund.ant above. An exception to this is a singre sample near

the top of the section (31 (40-50) ) which, in contrast to
samples on either side, contaj-ns only rare pyrite.

(21 rnocera.mus prisms are confined to the G. faLsocaLcarata

subzone.

(3) There is a sharp decrease in foraminiferal numbers

up-section, especially benthonj-c forms which maintain their
numbers relative to the plankton (fig. 15) only by the

increase in praebuliminids. The only other benthonic species

to increase its numbers at this time is Loæostomoides

cushmani.

(4) Accompanying this drop in abr:ndance is a similar d.ecrease

in faunal diversity. Once again this is most noticeable

amongst the benthonics, where the number of species drops

from a maximum of approximately forty to ten.

(5) The quality of preservation of aiI forms decreases into
the G. falsocaLcay,ata subzone. As with the other changes
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Iisted here, it is the preservation of the benthonics which

deteriorates the most. They undergo a conspicuous reduction

in size and become infilled with pyrite. Preservation

becomes so poor that individual species of the Cibicididae

and Anomalinidae cannot be recognised.

These changes indicate that the microfauna is responding

to some form of ecological stress, clearly affecting the

benthonic forms more than the planktonics. The

praebuliminids (and to some extent, .L. cushmani) appear to

be opportunistic species which flourish while other species,

for example the cibicidids, become reduced in size and

numbers.

The lithology of the section d.ark grey shales, coupled

with the large amounts of pyrite indicates that strong

reducing conditions prevailed during deposition of the

upper portj-on of the Gaj River section. This suggests that
the changes associated with first appearance of

G. faLsocalcarata are due to the development of a fairly
intense oxygen minimum zone near the sediment/water interface.

Since there are some changes within the planktonic

assemblage, it must be assumed that although the oxygen

minimum is most intense near the bottom of the water corumn,

the dysaerobic conditions extend at least a little r^¡ay up

through the water column.

The appearance of Inoceramus above G. falsocaLcay,ata

offers limited support to this hypothesis. Eicher and

Worstell (L977ì. , Thiede and van Andel (I977 ) and Frerichs

and Dring (1981) have all documented what they considered to
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be oxygen mini-mum situations and in all cases noted an

increase in the rnoceramùs content of their samples.

The association of 1ow oxygen conditions and elevated

praebuliminid numbers in the upper portion of the Gaj River

section provides a model for the post A3 increase of these

forms. That is, after A3 the water mass over the shelves and

Site 2L7 stagnated, resulting in a significant deptetion of

its oxygen content. Obviously this reduction in availabl-e

oxygen \^¡as not as severe as occurred after A4 in the Gaj River

section; there is, for example, no pyrite in any of the Western

Australian sections studied. Nevertheless, the dysaerobic

conditions produced a significant fractionation of the benthonic

fauna; the praebuliminids fl-ourished.

Agglutinated peaks aside, high praebuliminid numbers

continue up to the top of every section studied, except

2I7. Here, after 44, praebuliminid numbers fa11. This

presents its own special problems which are examined in

greater detail in Chapter Four.

Site

site

The lowered oxygen content of the water in the Late Cretaceous

Indian Ocean is the "missing factor" in explaining the

reciprocity between the praebul-iminids and the agglutinated forms.

The agglutinated peaks represent periods of shallowing,

times when one would expect the entire water column over the

shelves to be wel-l oxygenated by direct diffusion, resulting

in a low praebul-imina count. As water depth increases,

agglutinated numbers drop. At this point, only the top part

of the water column can be supplied with oxygen by direct
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d'iffusion. rf circulation is sruggish, very rittre oxygen

will reach the benthonic organisms. These organisms quickly
use up ahy available oxygen thr:s resulting in an o><ygen depletion

of the bottom waters and an increase in praebuliminids.
o-

Estqþine circulation can then carry this oxygen depleted

water out beyond the shelves, forming a míd-water oxygen

minimum zone (Jenkyns, 1980),

As pointed out by Demaison and Ivloore (L980) much

fundamental research needs to be carried out before a ful_1

understanding of the interaction between benthonic

foraminiferal assemblages and oxygen minima can be achieved.

studies that have been compreted generarly involve Recent or

Quaternary species, and often describe the modifj-oation of
benthonic assemblages around sewerage outfarrs (areas of
high organic carbon, row oxygen). However, the riterature
does bear out the major points of the above discussion.

The association of reduced oxygen levels and low

benthonic numbers is now werl estabrished. several authors
(Bates and Spencer, I979 and referencestherein) note a
significant drop in benthonic numbers, ot even a "d.ead zone"

near sewerage outfaIIs. Saidova (197I) carried out an

analysis of the biomass of Recent benthonic foraminifera
across a section of the shelf/slope off the pacific coast

of south Amerj-ca; she recorded that between the depths of
150 metres and 250 metres the oxygen content of the water

drops significantry. At the same time the benthonic biomass
j-s reduced to virtualty nothing.

The fractionation of the benthonic assemblage by 1ow
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oxygen cond.itions has al-so been recognised. As early as

l-968, seigrie l-isted severar g'enera which increased

numericalry in low oxygen conditions near a sewerage outfarl.
rnçl-uded \Árere a number of genera belonging to the Buriminidae
(BuLimina, BulimineLLa, uuigerina and, BoLiuinal. He al_so

noted that nrost species of the listed genera have a

toothplate and thín walls.

In her study, Saidova (I97I) found that when the
benthonic biomass was very low due to the decreased oxygen

supply, the individuats present h7ere predominantly members

of the genus Bz,izaLina. During a review of euaternary deep

sea benthonics, schnitker (1990) noted. that periods of high
organic carbon preservati-on (which requires low oxygen

conditions) coincide with high tJuigerina numbers. The large
number of genera belonging to the Buliminidae which thrive
in oxygen minimum conditions supports the notion that high
PraebuLimina numbers are an indication of such conditions in
the Cretaceous.

However, low oxygen conditions and associated

foraminiferar changes from the cretaceous have generarry

received only scant attention, despite the proven importance

of these conditions as a factor in hydrocarbon production
(Demaison and Moore, 1980). A number of auÈhors have

recorded oxygen minima from the sediments deposited in the
cretaceous epicontinental sea whj-ch ran North/south across

western North America (Frush and Ei-cher, r97s; Eicher and

Worstell , 1970¡ and Frerichs and Dring, 1981) . These l_ow

oxygen events are recorded by huge increases in the relative
number of planktonics due to the almost total absence of
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benthonics. However, there have been no previous attempts at

a detailed analysis of changes in Cretaceous benthonic

assemblages due to an oxygen minimum.

The Cretaceous ocean was vastly different from the

Tertiary ocean; lengthy periods of stagnation and widespread

oxygen minimum conditions were not unusual (Jenkyns, Ì980).

The lack of a J-arge temperature differential- between the

equator and the poles resulted in the absence of temperature

driven deep water currents, hence circulation was sluggish

and the ocean poorly mixed (Kauffman, I979a). Occasionally,

the entire ocean stratified which resulted in the deveJ-opment

of strongly dysaerobic conditions on a global scale, âs

evidenced by the deposition of black, organic rich shales in
marine sections throughout the world. Several such Oceanic

Anoxic Events (OAE's) have been documented during the

Cretaceous (Jenkyns, 1980). All have a g1oba1 nature and

the largest (the Abbian-Aptian OAE) lasted about 18 million
years. All OAErs are closely linked with transgressive periods.

In contrast to the long time span of some OAE's, the stagnation

recorded during this study is a fairly short, sharp event.

From the initial increase in praebuliminids to the end of the

Cretaceous is only 3-4 million years;the peak of low oxygen

conditions at Gaj River lasted significantly less than 1 million
years. Neither is this last stagnation as intense as the previous

OAE's, at least in its initial stages. However, in common with

other OAE'srthe start of dysaerobic conditions is linked with

transgression.
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE BIOFAC]ES EVENTS bIITH THE CRETACEOUS/

TERTIARY BOUNDARY

The events recognised in the biofacies profiles imply

large scale fluctuations prior to the Cretaceous/Tertiary

boundary. These events are recognised ocean-wide and in a

variety of facies. Their basic framework is a series of

agglutinated peaks representing shallow water conditions.

Although these peaks are more frequenÈ than the transgressive/

regressive cycles plotted by Kauffman (L979a1, both are

probably due to the same cause.

Figure L4 is an attempt at fitting Kauffman's (1979a)

transgression/regression cycles to the sedimentary deposition

pattern obtained earlier. To highlight the more rapid nature

of the shallowing events, the agglutinated peaks are shown.

The figures also indicates an increasingly intense

oxygen minimum situation, starting in the Ear1y Maastrichtian

and peaking just prior to the boundary. Interestingly,

while the beginning of dysaerobie conditions is linked to a

deepening or transgressive phase, the most intense oxygen depletion

occurs during a generally regressive phase, just prior to tl¡e boundarlz.

This pattern of long term fluctuations prior to some

form of deterioration is not unknown in the fossil record.

McGowran (1978) documents two such patterns in the Tertiary.

These are the late Midd1e to Late Eocene fluctuations before

the earliest Oligocene crash, and the late Early and Middle

Miocene perturbations prior to the deterioration in the

Late Miocene.
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The signals differ: the fluctuations documented by

McGowran are biogeographic, extratropical excursions of

larger foraminifera, whereas in the latest Cretaceous the

perturbations are largely due to fluctuating sea levels.
Nevertheless, they are analogous. A full discussion of the

Terminal Cretaceous Event is beyond the scope of this thesis.

However, tlte association of tlre oceanic fluctuations recorded above wit].

this major discontinuity in the fossil record necessitates

some com¡nent.

Attempts to provide a model for the boundary event can

be split into two categories: those that postulate a

catastrophic end to the Cretaceous, and others which use a

gradualistic approach. Into the catastrophic category falls
the "asteroid impact" hypothesis (A1varez and others, 1980)

and the "Arctic spillover" model (Gartner and Keany, I978¡

Thierstein and Berger, L9781.

The impact model suggests that the extinctions were

triggered by the collision of a large extraterrestrial body

with the Earth" This model is based almost solely on the

discovery of large amounts of Iridium concentrated at the

boundary which its proponents argue must have an

extraterrestrial- source .

The "Arctic spillover" model reguires that an isolated,

freshwater Arctic Ocean be suddenly reconnected with the

world ocean. The freshwater flows out forming a low

salinity lid on the dense, saline world ocean thus dampening

circulation and acting as a trigger for both the extinctions

and major climatj-c fluctuations.
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Both mod.els, whatever their success in explaining the

extinctions and other changes that occur at the boundary,

cannot explain the presence of perturbations which, although

linked with the bound.ary event, start well before it. To

includ.e these precursor events requires a more gradualistic

approach such as that used by Kauffman (1979b).

Firstly, he argues that the catastrophic nature of
extinctions is more apparent than rea1, âs a result of the

presence in many sections of a hiatus at the boundary. He

also states that many Maastrichtian forms which finally
became extinct at the boundary actually underwent significant
restrictions in both number and diversity well before that
tj-me. Final-Iy Kauffman notes that the species which became

extinct represent no single ecological grouping, hence no

single ecological change could have brought about their demise.

In brief, the model suggests that the faunas v/ere

caught in a three-way ecological squeeze. The changing

ecological- parameters are documented as:

(1) The development of an oxygen minimum during the last
Cretaceous transgression (T.10, Middle-Late

Maastrichtian, Kauffmann, L979al, which intensifies
up to the end of the Cretaceous.

(21 A decline in temperature as the oceans move into a Late

Maastrichtian regressive phase (R.10 - the terminal

Cretaceous regression, Kauffman, L979al .

(3) The destruction of shelf habitats, also due to the

regression.
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The ecological squeeze resurts in a sequential series
of extinctions which start in the Middre Ivtaastrichtian

coeval with the development ofthe oxygen minimum, and climax

at the end of the Cretaceous, coincident with peak

ecological stress.

Although this model was developed using material from

the northern hemisphere, the parallels with events

documented. in the Indian Ocean region are striking. One

notable instance is the occurrence of the most intense

oxygen minimum conditions just prior to the end of the

Cretaceous, a regressive, cooler interval when better
circulation and hence better oxygenation of the water column

would be expected. Problems with Kauffmanrs mode] include the
lack of an e>çlanation for tlre terrestrial extjnctions. Nevertheless, it
would appear that the graduaristic approach offers the most

hope for a solution to the boundary problem.



CHAPTER FOUR

FORAMI N I FERAL D I STRIBUTION

SITE 217
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PLANKTON DISTRIBUTION: SITE 2I7

site 2r7 contains so many unique problems that a separate

discussion of them is warranl-ed. Ttre analysis centres around

the plankton distribution of the site, as shown in Figure 17.

The planktonic/benthonic curve in this figure falls into two

distinct parts. The larger of the two (cores 36 to basal

core 19) is a straightforward documentation of a sinking

sectiont in the basal cores rplankton numbers make up

approximately 70-80% of the sampre,increasing to over 9oz above

core 27. The section slips below the lysocline during

deposition of core 22, where evidence of dissotution is first
observed. Corroded specimens conti-nue to be found to the

top of the section.

In the last part of the curve(cores 19 to 17) the

situation changes dramatically. Plankton numbers tumbte from

over 902 to between 20-302. These low numbers continue to

the top of core 17 when they suddenly return to about 902 of
the sample.

While a gradual overall increase in plankton numbers

is recorded during cores 36 to basal core 19, the graph of

the plankton split reveals that significant changes were

taking place within the planktonic assemblage (Fig. L7).

These changes are due to the increase in the number of keeled

forms. The late development of a keeled assemblage causes a sharp

increase in globotruncanid numbers and diversity just prior
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to the first appearance of cl-. maqaroensjs. However, a closer
examination of the data shows an earlier jump in keeled numbers

in core 32. Diversity, however, remains the same across this
jump. Douglas and Savin (1978) have clearly demonstrated that
cretaceous foraminifera were stratified according to depth, and,

that the globotruncanids occupied the lowest levels in the water

column. This, combined with a sinking section, probabry caused

the initial increase in keeled forms. The low diversi-ty over

the jump is attributable to the siters extratropical position
at the time.

The second jump in keeled numbers occurs in Core 23 and

is more comprex. The prankton consistently make up over 902

of the sample, so rapid depth changes can be ruled out as a
factor infl-uencing this ju¡np. There is also a parallel increase

in diversity as discussed in the first chapter; that is, a

diverse keeled assemblage does not appear until after the first
appearance of cl-. magaroensjs. Pessagno and Michael (L974)

suggested that the unusual distribution of keeled forms was

due to their being reworked into younger sediments. In support

of this hypothesis, they list a number of species which they

considered reworked. These can be divided into three groups:

(1) PseudotextuLaria el-egans, Bolivinoides draco.

Pessagno and Michael claim that both species are reworked

into the GL. magatoensis zone, yet it is generally accepted

that the species range up to and incl-ude that zone (Masters,

1977 and references therein). It would be very difficutt to

prove conclusively that they were reworked.
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(21 GLobotruncana Linneiana, Globotruncana uentnicosa.

By applying çtandard Gulf coast ranges to these species it
would appear that they too are reworked. A case can be

made, however, for an extension of their ranges. They are

both found in the Gaj River section, within the

GL. mayaroensis zot\e. G. Linneiana is found in site zggL,

again within the GL. ma.uaï,oensis zoner âs is G. uentricosa
in Minilya No. L and withnell No. 1. Douglas (1973) noted

a similar extension of the range of G. Linneiana in the

North Pacific. At site 767 this species disappears just
before the GL. maAa.Toensis zone, while at Site 1-7I,

G. Linne'Lana obLiquus ranges al_most to the end of the

Maastrichtian. rt seems unlikely that all these appearances

are due to reworking.

(3) GLobotruncana calcarata.

The recognition of this species in the highest

cretaceous sample at site 2r7 wourd doubttess indicate that
serious reworking has occurred. McGowran (I977) has

suggested that what actually may have been found was a
juvenile specimen of GLobotruncana faLsocaLcarata. Neither
species has been found during this study.

Tf reworking has occurred, it has been extremely

selective as the nanofossils show no indication of it
(Gartner, I9741 . One of the strongest arguments against

reworking is the recognition of the non-phyletic events

described above; these would be unrecognisable if
significant reworking had occurred.
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McGowran (L974, L9771 also rejected the reworking

hypothesis and instead suggested that the increase in
globotruncanid numbers and diversity was due to a change

in waterrnass over the site, from one of extratropical to
tropical aspect. Bandy (L967) noted that an assembtage

dominated by keeled forms is indicative of tropical
conditions. The simultaneous increase in diversity of the

heterohelicíds and benthonics (see range charts: Fígs. 27

and 28) is also consistent with such a change. fn addition,
the final Late Cretaceous nannofossil zone was not recognised

and it has been suggested that this is due to the zonal

species being extratropical. The evidence

for a Late Maastrichtian cooling is now fairly convincing

(Kauffman, I979al, hence the change to a tropical aspect is
due to the site moving into the tropics rather than an

expansion of the tropical climatic belts.

The top part of the section (top Core 19 to Core 17)

is marked by large scale perturbations in the number of
planktonics contained in each sample. There is also a

significant rearrangement of the planktoníc assemblage,

with the heterohel-icids becoming the dominant forms while

plankton numbers are Iow. At the top of core L7, when

plankton numbers return to their former hígh value, the

globotruncanj-ds again resume their dominance, largely at

the expense of the globigerinids. The return to high plankton

numbers is also accompanied by a peak in the agglutinated

forms.

Selective dissolution may preferentially remove the

planktonics producíng the initial reduction in numbers.
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However, indications of strengthening d.issolution continue

right up until the end of the section, and it is difficult

to see how continued dissolution could cause an increase in

planktonic numbers.

At the same time as these perturbations at Site 2I7, the

Gaj River section records its strongest oxygen minimum.

It is probable that these two events are related. That is,

if Site 2I7 did drop below the oxygen minimum zone above A4

and hence out of its influence, as evidenced by the reduced

numbers of praebuliminids, it i-s possible that the zone of

lowered oxygen tension then affected the plankton. By

analogy with the benthonics, this could result in the lowered

plankton numbers and the rearrangement of the assemblage,

with the heterohelicids takj-ng on the role of Praebul-imina.

The increase in plankton in the latter part of core 17 would

be due to the waning of the low oxygen conditionsi the

coincident high agglutinated peak is consistent with an

increase in avail-able oxygen. Figure 15 summarises the

above discussion.

SITE 2T7 AS A NERITIC SECTION

Prior to Core 27, the section at Site 2L7 is remarkable

for its close parallels with the sections on the Vr/estern

Austrafian margin. Most of the benthonic species recorded

in Site 2Il are al so recorded in these neritic sections and

a significant number of non-phyletic events are common to both.

(Fis. 1I) .
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Even more interesting is the armost coevar hiatus which

occurs in Site 21-7 and the Shelf sections. Accord.ing to
Bergerrs (L97o) shelf-basin fractionation model, a hi-atus on

the shelves should result in improved preservation in oceanic

carbonate sections; conversery, deposition of large amounts

of carbonate on the sherves shourd cause poor preservation

and/or a hiatus in oceanic sections.

However, there is on]_y a slight offset in time between

the hiatus in the ocean and that on the shelves; the model

does not apply here. Either the differences between the

Cretaceous and the Tertiary oceans makes the model

inappropriate, ot, despite its mid-ocean position, Site 2I7

remained fairly sharlow during the Late campanian - Middre

Ivlaastrichtian. The palaeobathymetric curves of scrater,
Abbott and Thieve (L977 ) which show the site as being at
less than 1,000 metres water depth at 70 million years b.p.
support this latter alternative, and the tolerances in back

tracking a1low that the site could have been substantially
shall-ower.

GLOBOTRUNCANA A BENTHONIC FORM?

A quantitative analysis of the Cretaceous of Western

Australia was made by Edgell (19571. Changes in abundance

of major faunal groups from a single section of the Korojon

calcarenite were documented, and although the counting was not

carried out in great detail, it did produce some interesting
results.
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Edgelr noted that there was an inverse relationship
between total plankton numbers and. GLobotryuncana numbers,

which suggested to him that Gr.obotruncana were benthonic

forms with a planktonic phase in their life-cycle.

This same relationship between Glubc,trur¿cd.na. and total
plankton numbers has been documented in more detair during
this study. The curves for globotruncanid numbers and total
plankton are mirror images of each other, not only in the

Korojon carcarenite but also in withnerr No. 1, Miniì-ya No. 1

and, most clearly, the bottom half of the section at
Site 2I7 (Figures 18, 19, 21-) .

rt is the recognition of this pattern at site 217 which

is of the greatest interest. There, the inverse rel_ationship

only occurs prior to the second jump in keered numbers (core

231, that is, whilst the site is extratropical and

globotruncanid diversity and numbers are low. This restricted
occurrence suggests that the relationship between the
globotruncanids and total plankton numbers is more complex

than Edgell thought. There is stirt no crear expranation for
this phenomenon. However, it is certain that EdgeII's
benthonic model- is incorrect.



CONCLUS I ONS
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The construction of biofacies profiles carried out

in this study allows the first detailed comparisons to be

made of changes in foraminiferal- assemblages prior to the

Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary. The profiJ-es (Figures 16

to 22) contain a number of biofacies events which appear

to be both useful for correlation and significant in regard

to an understanding of the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary.

These biofacies events are summarised in Figures 23 and 24.

CORRELATIONS

A combined biostratigraphic framework can be buitt by

calibrating the biofacies events with conventional bio-

stratigraphy (Figure 1I). Use of such a framework results

in a more precise correlation of the sections studied than

has previously been available (rigure 12). one important

outcome of this strategy is the recognition of the widespread

nature of the mid-Maastrichtian hiatus which separates the

Korojon Calcarenite and the Miria Marl in the Carnarvon

Basin. Its presence can now be confirmed both on the Northwest

Shelf and the Ninetyeast Ridge. The recognition of this

hiatus in the supposedly deep water Site 2I7, and the neritic

sections of the Western Australian passive margin is just

one indication of the close links between these two areas

during the Late Campanian/EarLy Maastrichtian. Many of the

other biofacies events recognised in the profiles are also

coÍrmon to both areas. The most likely explanation for

this linkage is that, despite its mid-ocean position, Site 2I7

remained very shallow during the Cretaceous.
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STTE 2I7

The late deveropment of a diverse keeled plankton
assemblage at site 2r7 means that only the flnal Late

Maastrichtian zone can be recognised. Detailed examination
of the biofacies profile for the site (Figure l-7) reveal_s

that the sudden increase in both number and diversity of
keel-ed forms which accompanies the first appearance of cl.
magaroensis is the second major fl-uctuation in the keered

assemblage. The earrier Late campanian jump involves an

increase in the number of keered forms but not diversity
and is due to a combination of subsiding section and depth

stratification of globotruncanids in an extratropj_cal
situation. The later jump is attributable to the site
itself moving into the tropics.

SIGNIFICANCE

Perhaps the most important outcome of this work is
a better understanding of the rerationship between the
biofacies events and the terminal cretaceous e¡ent. The

basi-c framework i-s provided by a series of five peaks in
agglutinated numbers, each of which represents a shalrowing
episode. As seen in Figure 14, these sharl-owing episodes

occur considerably faster than the Transgression/Regression

cycles plotted by Kauffman (1979a).

overprinting the agglutinated peaks, from the Early
Maastrichtian onwards, is a rapid increase in numbers of
praebuliminids which reach a maximum in the upper hatf
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of the Gaj River sectj-on (c. faLsocal-carata subzone), where

they are accompanied by other indj-cations of a strong oxygen

minimum situation. This association of praebuLiminaând.

low oxygen conditions suggests that from the Early Maastrichtian
onwards' the Northeastern fndian Ocean was prone to stagnation
and hence dysaerobic conditions.

There are two situations during this time interval

where row praebul-imina numbers indicate periods of improved

oxygenation : firstly while agglutinated numbers are high

signifying that the water corumn was sharrow enough to allow
direct diffusion of oxygen to the benthos, and secondly, ât
the top of site 2r7, somewhat paradoxically coeval with the

most intense oxygen depletion on the shelf at Gaj River.
The decrease in this case is probably due to the Site

sinking below the oxygen minimum zone. Dramatic fluctuations

in plankton abundance at site 2r7 which occur at the same

time, may be a result of dysaerobic water affecting the
planktonic assemblages.

McGowran (I978) recognises a series of oceanic pertur-
bations occurring prior to two major deteriorations in the

Tertiary. The biogeographic signals used by McGowran

document these perturbations are analagous with the biofacies
events recorded here. That is, the biofacies events represent

major fluctuations in the ocean prior to the terminal

Cretaceous event.

This pattern of a long term build-up to the

is inconsistent with the now popular catastrophic

boundary

models
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which rery on a short, sharp shock at the end of the
Maastrichtian. These precursor events are, however,

compatible with the model outlined by Kauffman (I979a) which
suggests that the extinctions at the boundary are the result
of an ecorogical squeeze which has its origins in the mid-
Maastrichtian.

The pararlels between Kauffman's model and the events
documented here are striking. The association of low oxygen

conditions and the terminar cretaceous regression stirl
poses a problem for the model. However, the anarysis of
precursor events seems to offer the greatest hope for a

solution to this perplexing problem.
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INTRODUCTION

During this study approximately three hundred species

v¡ere recognised. A detailed discussion of their classi-
fication, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis,
hence the systematics has been abbreviated to checklist
f orm.

The classification used here is that of Loebli.ch and

Tappan, L964, as modified in L974, accepting that this
scheme appears to be at times forced and artificial.

For species to which a name has been found, references

are given to its initial author, other important works and.

a fuller synonomy. Often, however, ä species name could

not be found in which case its distinctive features are

noted. Remarks on individual species have been kept to an

absolute minimum.
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LATE CRETACEOUS BENTHONIC FORAMINIFERA

Suborder TEXTULARIINA Delage and Herouard, 1896

Superfamily AMMODISCACEA Reuss, L862

Family ASTRORHIZIDAE Brady, 1881

Subfamily RHIZAI{MININAE Rhumbler, 1895

Genus Bathgsiphon M. Sars in G.O. Sars, IB72

Type species: Bathysiphon fiLiformis M. Sars in G.O. Sars,

I872.

Remarks: Several forms belonging to this genus are common

in the lower half of the section at Ï¡'lithnell No. l and

throughout Minilya No. 1. No attempt has been made to
assign these to specj.es. Plate L, Figures L-2, show examples

of the forms found.

Family SACCAMMINIDAE Brady, 1884

Subfamily SACCAMMININAE Brady, 1884

Genus PeLosina Brady, L879

Type speciesz PeLosina uariabiLis Cushman, 1910.

Description: Medium

Apertures, at either

end of short necks.

Distribution: Very

PeLosina sp, 1

(P]. I, Fig. 3)

sized ovid test, finely agglutinated.

end of the test, are produced on the

rare, Withnell No. 1, Minilya No. 1.
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FamiIy AMIvIODISCIDAE Reuss , IB62

Subfamily AIviMODISCINAE Reuss , L862

Genus AmmodiscusReuss, 1-862

Type species: Ammodiscus informus Bornemann, Lg74

Ammodiscus? cretaceus (Reuss), 1845

(Pf. I, Fig. 4l

0percuLina cretacea REUSS, 1845, p. 35, pI. 13, figs. 64-65.

Ammodiscus cretaceus (Reuss), SLITER, L968, p. 42, pI. L,

fig. 8.

Remarks: The identification is tentative on1y. Sliter,s
(1968) specj-mens show less whorls than those found here.

The recognition of this species also represents a significant
extension of its range into the LatesÈ Maastrichtian.

Distribution: Faj-rly conìmon in Gaj River, Withnell No. 1,

Korojon carcarenite and the Toolonga calcirutite. Rare in
Minilya No. 1.

Ammodiscus sp. L

(Pf . L, Fig. 5)

Description: Distinguished from A. cretaceus

smalI compressed test wíth numerous whorl-s and

by its very

fine
agglutinaÈion.

Distribution: Rare, Withnell No. 1 and Minilya No. 1

Genus Glomospíra Rzehak, i-885

Type species z Trochammina squamata Jones and parker, var

gordialis Jones and Parker, l-860.
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GLomosp.Lra gordt,alis (Jones and

(Pf . L, Fig. 6)

Tz,oehammina squamata var gordiaLis JONES

GLomospira gordialis (Jones and parker),

p1. 4 , f igs. 5-6 (ill-ustration only) .

Distribution: Rare, êt the base of the

Parker),18 6 0

Korojon Calcarenite.

GLomospira pileoLus Subbotina, 1960

(Pt. I , Figs. 7-B )

GLonospina piLeoLus Subbotina, 1960, pp. 1,79-180, pl. L,

figs. 13a-c, I|a-c (seen in Ellis and Messina, _I940)

Remarks: rd.entj-car to the oligo-Mjo cene species f igurd by

subbotina, 1960. simj-rar to GLomospiz,a ehaz,oides (parker

and Jones) as figured by Hornibrook and Hay (I97gl , but
differs in being more regularly coiled.
Distribution: Rare Withnell No. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

SuperfamiJ-y LITUOLACEA de Blainville, 1825

Family LfTUOLIDAE de Blainville, 7925

Subfamily HAPLOPHRAGMOIDINAE Maync, 1952

Genus HapLophragmoides Cushman, 1910

Type species: Nonionina canariensis d'Orbigny, L839

HapLophragmoides Sp. 1

(Pf . 7, Figs. 9-10)

Description: Two species are assigned to this genus. The

first is distinguished by its large size, coarse

agglutination, and relatively small number of chambers.

AND PARKER, 1960

DUPEUBLE I Lg7g,
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Distribution: Common, Withnel-I No. I, Minilya No. 1

Description: Test

possessing a larger
agglutination.

Genus

Type species z LituoLa

HapLophnagmoides Sp. 2

(Pf . I, Figs. 11-12)

large, distinguished from ä. Sp. 1 by

number of chambers and finer

LituoLa Lamarck, 1804

nautiLoídea Lamarck, 7804

Distribution: Rare, Withnell No. 1-, Minilya No. 1

Subfamily LITUOLINAE de B1ainvil1e, IB2S

LituoLa grandis (Reuss), 1854

(Pf . I, Fig. 13)

SpiroLina grandis REUSS, 1854, p. 69,

LituoLa gz,andis (Reuss) , BARTENSTEIN,

fig. 9¡ pI. 4, figs. 7-I3.

Distribution: Miria Marl (common) and

pl. 25, fig. L4.

1952, p. 322, p1. t,

caj River (rare).

Genus Ammobaculites Cushman, L910

Type speciesz SpiroLina aggLutinaus drOrbigny, 1846.

AmmobacuLites Sp.

(Pf . L, Fig. LAl

Description: Test compressed, coarsely

Initial planispj-ral section very large

and large number of chambers, uniserial
Aperture terminal, simple.

agglutinated.

with lobate periphery

section short.

1
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Distribution: Rare in Gaj River section.

Subfamily PLACOPSILININAI Rhumbler, 1913

Genus PLacopsiLina drOrbígny, 1850

Type species: PLaeopsiLina cenomane. Cushman , L920.

Placopsilina Sp. 1

(Pf . I, Figs. 15-l-6)

Description: Test medium sized, attached and irregularry
coj-led. Aperture at the end of a phialine neck. unattached

side of test covered with raised reticulate pattern.
Distribution: common in the Korojon carcarenite, rare in
the Miri-a Marl.

Family TEXTULARIIDAE Ehrenberg, l_838

Subfamily SPIROPLECTAMMININAE Cushman, L927

Genus Spiroplectammina Cushman, L927

Type species'. Tertularia aggLutinans d'orbigny var bifoz,mis

Parker and Jones, 1865.

SpiropLeetammina grzgbouskií Eri-zzel-l-, L943

(Pf . 7, Figs. 17-l-B)

SpiropLectammina grzybouskii FRIZZELL, L943t p. 337,

figs. I2a-b, 13; BELFORD, 1-960, p. 7, p1. t, figs. 4-6.

Remarks: Two distinct forms of this species are illustrated.
Plate 1-, figure L7 is the megalospheric generation; figure
L8 is the microspheric.

Distribution: Common in a1I sections.



Spit'opLectammina Laeuis (Roemer), 1841

(Pf . L, Fig. 19)

TeætuLav,ia Laeuis ROEMER, I84L, p. 97 , pl. 15, fig. L7.

SpinopLectammina Laeuis (Roemer), CUSHMAN, L932, p.87,
pI. LI, fig. 2¡ SLITER, 1968, p. 46, p1. 2, fig. 9.

Distribution: Common in all sections except Site 217 and.

the Miria Marl.

SpiropLectammina pauLa Belford, l-960

(Pf . I, Fig. 2Ol

SpinopLectammina paula BELFORD, 1960, p. 8, pI. I, figs.

Distribution: Common in Toolonga Calcilutite, Korojon

Calcarenite, lrlithnell No. L, and lvlinilya No. 1-.

Subfamily TEXTULARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1838

65.

11-13.

Genus Teætul,ctnict Defrance in

Type species z TeætuLaría sagittuLa

1824.

de Blainvill-e IB24

Defrance in de Blainville,

TeætuLay,ia Sp. 1

(Pf . 2, Fig. 1)

Description: Test medium in size, very elongate chambers

increasing slowly in size becoming more compressed with age.

Sutures depressed, distinct. Agglutination fine. Similar to
S. pauLa but lacks initial coiled section.

Distribution: Rare in Gaj River.
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TeætuLaria Sp. 2

(Pf . 2, Fig. 2l

Description: Test small, flaring. Chambers increasing

rapidly in size, globuIar. Sutures distinct, depressed,

agglutination very coarse.

Distribution: Rare Miria Marl.

Family TROCHAMMINIDAE Schwager, 1877

Subfamily TROCHAMMININAE Schwager, 1-877

Genus Ty,ochammina Parker and Jones, 1859

Type species z Nautilus ínfLatus Montagu, 1808

Trochammina cf. boehmí Franke, 1928

(PI. 2, Figs. 3-4)

Trochammina boehmi FRANKE I L928, p. L74, pJ-. 15, f ig. 24¡

SLITER, 7968, p. 46, pl. 2, fig. L0.

Remarks: Thís species, with its four distinct chambers

the final whorl is very similar Lo T. boehmi. However,

species illustrated here is higher spired.

Distribution: Very rare, Site 217.

l-n

the

Tv,ochammina Sp. 1

(PI. 2, Figs. 5-6)

Description: Test smalI, smooth waIled, fine agglutination.

Convex spiral side, concave umbilical side. Sutures very

distinct, chambers crescentic with six per whorl.

Distribution: Rare, Miria Mar1.
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Family ATAXOPHRAGMIIDAE Schwager,

Subfamily VERNEUILININAE Cushman,

L877

191_l_

Genus VerneuiLina drOrbigny j-n de la Sagra,

Type species : Vey'neuiLina tz'icari,nata d t Orbigny,

1839

1840.

Vev,neuiLina paz,r,i Cushman , L936

(Pf . 2, Figs. 7-B)

VerneuiLina paz.ri CUSHI\4AN, L936, p. 2, p1. L, figs. 3a-b;

BELFORD, 1960r pp. 9-l-0, pI. I, figs.1,4-L9.
Distribution: Common in Withnell No. 1-, Minilya No. L,

Korojon Cal-carenite, Toolonga Calcilutite, and the l'liria Marl.

VerneuiLina aff. tricarinata d'Orbigny, 1840

(P1. 2, Figs. 9-10)

Vey,neuiLina tricay,inata d'ORBIGNY, 1840, p. 39, pl. 4,

figs. 3-4. (Seen in Ellis and Messinan 1940)

Remarks z V. tt,icarinata, as redrawn by Loeblich and Tappan

(L964) possesses narrow extensions of it.s chambers extending

down over the previous chambers at each corner of the

triangular test. The specimens j-llustrated here do not have

such extensions.

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite.

Genus Gaudnyina d'Orbigny in de Ia Sagra, 1839

Type speciesz Gaudryina rugosa d'Orbigny, L840.
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Gaudryina austraLis

(Pf . 2, Figs.

BELFORD, 1960,

BeIford., 1960

1,L-12)

pp. LL-L2, pI. 2,Gaudryina austraLis

figs. 8-14.

Distribution: Rare Toolonga Cal-cilutite.

Gaudryina heaLyi Finlay, L939

(Pf. 2, Figs. 13-14)

Gaudryina heaLyí FTNLAY, L939, p. 311, pI. 25,

BECKIIANN, 1978, p. '166, pl. L, fig. 8.

?Gaudryina rugosa drOrbigny, BELFORD, L960 | p.

figs . L7-20.

Distribution: Common in Vv-ithnell No. 1, Minilya

Miria lt{arl, Korojon Calcarenite and the Toolonga

figs. 34, 35¡

13, pI. 2,

No. L,

CaIcilutite.

Gaudryina Laeuigata

(Pf . 2, Figs.

Gaurlryina Laeuigata FRANKE , I9I4,

SLITER, 1968, p. 48, p1. 3, fig. B

pI. L, fig. 8.

Remarks: Similar to G. healyi but

angular margin to the test.

Distribution: Common in Gaj River

Franke, I9L4

1s-16 )

p. 43I, p1. 27, figs.
(synonomy); SLITER,

r-2¡

1,977,

differs by possessing more

Section.

Gaudryina aff. puLuina Belford, 1960

(Pf . 2, Figs. 77-I9l

Gaudryina puluína BET,FORD, 1960, pp. 10-11, pI. 2, figs. L-7.

Remarks: Similar to Belfordrs G. puluina in the angular

nature of its test. It differs, however, by its sutures
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being less depressed and

The test is smooth being

(Pf . 2, Fig. l-9).

Distribution: Rare, Site

the biserial section less lobate.

composed entirely coccolith plates

2L7 .

Gaudryína pyramidata Cushman, L926 a

(Pf . 3, Figs. 7-21

Gaudryina Laeuigata Franke, var pgramidata CUSHIvIAN, 1,926a,

p. 587, pI. L6, fig. B.

Gaudz.yina pyramidata Cushman, GRAHAM AND CLARK, 196L, p. l-09,

fig. 2rI¡ SLITER, L968, p. 48, pl. 3, fig. 9 (synonomy);

SLITER, L977, p1. 2, fig. 9.

Distribution: Rare in Site 21,7, Gaj River, and Toolonga

Calcilutite.

Gaudrgina Sp. 1

(Pf . 3, Figs. 3-4)

Description: A distinctive form, narro\^I, with a very

elongate angular triserj-al section and usually with a short

bisería1 portion. Agglutination coarse.

Distribution: Common in Withnell No. 1, Minilya No. L,

Korojon Calcarenite, Toolonga Calcilutite and the Miria Marl.

Genus Spit,oplecttnata Cushman, 1927

Type species z TeætuLaria a.nnectens Parker and. Jones, l-863.
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SpinopLectinata compr.essiuseula (Chapman), I9l7
(Pf . 3, Fig. 5)

Bigener,ína compy.essiuscula CHAPMAN, I9L7 | p. 19, pl. 2,

figs. 13-14.

Spit,opLectinata compressiuseuLa (Chapman) BELFORD, L960,

pp. I5-L6, p1. 3, figs. 9-L9.

Distributj-on: Common in the Toolonga Ca1cilutite.

Genus PseudocLauuLina Cushman, L936

Type species z Clauulina cLauata Cushman , L926a

Loeblich and Tappan (L964) place this genus in synonomy with
CLauulina. However, the species illustrated here lacks the

valvular tooth indicative of that genus.

PseudocLauuLina cf.. gauLtina Morozova, 1948

(P1. 3, Figs. 6-71

PseudocLauulina gauLtina MOROZOVA , 1,948, p. 36, p1. I,
fig.4.
Trítaria gauLtína (Morozova) SLITER, 1977, p. 676, pl. 3,

figs. 5,6; DEPEUBLE, 1979, pL. 2, fig. L6.

Remarks: Specimens very símilar to those illustrated by

Depeuble (1979 ) .

Distribution: Basal Site 2I7, Gaj River. Rare in both

sections.

Genus Tv,itaæía Reuss, 1860

Type species z TeætuLar'ía tricay.ínata Reuss, L844.
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Tv,itaæia a.speï,a. (Cushman), L926 a

(Pf. 3, Fig. 8)

ClauuLina triLatey,a Cushman var q.spey.a. CUSHMAN, I926a,

Ty,itaæia asperq. (Cushman) SLITER, L977, p. 676, p1. 3,

fig. 2, 4.

Distribution: Site 2L7, Toolonga Calcilutite. Common in

both sections.

rritaxia trifidus (Belford), 1960

(P]. 3, Fig. 9)

CLauuLinoides trifidus BELFORD, 1960, p. 13, p1. 3, figs. L-4.

Distribution: Common in Tool-onga Calcilutite.

Trítaæia Sp. 1

(Pf . 3, Fig. 10-Ll-)

Description: Test small fine agglutination, initially
triserial then uniserial. Cross section triangular
throughout. Edge of the test strongly thickened. Aperture

simple opening at the end of the uniserial section.

Remarks: Simil-ar to T. barakai Said and Kenway L956,

however, this species lacks the distinctive thickened

edges.

Distribution: Restricted to Gaj Ríver, common.

Subfamily GLOBOTEXTULARIINAE Cushman, L927

Genus Dov,oth¿a Plummer, l-931-

Type species z Gaudryina buLLetta Carsey , L926.



Dov,othia biformis Finlay, 1939

(pr. 3, Figs. 12-13)

Dorothia biformis FINLAY, 1939, p. 313, pI. 25, figs. 26-28¡

BELFORD, L960, pp. L9-20, pI. 4, fígs. 14-18.

Distribution: Found in all- sections except Site 2884, coflrmon.

Dorothia buLLetta (Carsey), 1926

(pr. 3, Figs. 14-15)

Gaudryina buLLetta CARSEY, L926, p. 28, p1. 4, fig. 4.

Dorothia buLLetta (Carsey) PLUMMER, L93L, p. L32, pl. 8,

figs . L3-I7 ¡ BELFORD , L960 , p. 18, pI. 4, figs. 8-10.

Distribution: Common in al-I sections except Site 2884 and

the Miria Marl.

72.

4a-b.

figs. 20-24¡

the

2I7 .

Dorothía pupa (Reuss), 1860

(Pf. 3, Figs. I6-L7l

TeætuLaria pupa REUSS, 1860, p. 232, pl. 13, figs.

Dor.othia pupa (Reuss) CUSH¡4AN' L937, p. 78, pl. B,

BELFORD, L960, p. 19, p1. 4, figs. 11-13.

Distribution: Reasonably common in the Miria Marl,

Korojon Calcarenite, Toolonga Calcilutite, and Site

Genus Mav.ssoneLLa

Type species z Gaudv'yina oæAcona.

Cushman, 1933

Reuss, 1860.

r.ularssoneLLa eLLisorae Cushman, L936

(Pf . 3, Figs. 1B-l-9)

MarssoneLLa eLlisora.e CUSHMAN ' 
'J,936, p. 44 , pl. 4, figs. ll-a-b;

BBLI'ORD,1960, pp. L7-I8, pl. 4, figs. 4-7.
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Distribution: Common

Toolonga Calcilutite,

in Vtithnell No. 1, Korojon Calcarenite,

and the Miria Mar1.

May,ssoneLLa oæAeona (Reuss), l-860

(PI. 3, Figs. 20-21,1

Gaudrgina oæAcona. REUSS, 1860, p. 229t pl. 12, fig. 3.

MarssoneLLa oæAcona. (Reuss) CUSHI"IAN, L933, p. 36 , pt. 4 ,

figs. 13a-b; BELFORD, 1960, pp. L6-L7, pL. 4, figs. 1-3.

Distribution: Abundant in all sections except Site 288A.

Genus EggereLLa Cushman, 1933

Type species: VerneuíLina bradgz Cushman, l-91L.

EqgereTTa ? trochoides (Reuss), 1845

(Pl. 3, Fig. 22)

GLobigerína ty,ochoides REUSS, 1845, p. 36, p1. L2, fig. 22.

EggereLLa trochoides (Reuss) , CUSHIÍAN, 1937 | p. 46, pl. 5,

figs. I-2 r CUSH¡4ÀN , L946, p. 43, p1. L2, fig. 2.

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite, rare in

Site 2I7.

Subfamily VALVULININAE Berthelin, 1880

Genus GoeseLLa Cushman, 1933

Type species z CLauuLina totundataCushman, 1913.

Goe s eLLa

BELFORD,

GoeseLLa chapmani Cushman, L936a

(Pf. 4, Figs. I-21

chapmani CUSH¡4AN, L93[arp. 33, pl. 5, figs. 61-b;

1960r pp.2I-22, pI. 5, figs. L4-18.
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Distribution:
Calcilutite.

Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite and Toolonga

Suborder MILIOLINA Delage and Herouard, Lg96

Two species of Miliolid were recognised, however, neither
hrere assigned to genera.

MilioLid sp. L

(Pf . 4, Figs. 3-4)

Description: Elongate form which in adult specimens has

distinct longitudinal ridges (pI. 4, Fig. 4l and in juvenile

forms has a large amount of adventitious material in the

centre of the test (Pf. 4, Fig. 5).

Distribution: Rare in the Toolonga Calcitutite common in
the Korojon Calcarenite, Withnell No. 1, and Minilya No. 1.

MilioLid sp. 2

(Pf . 4, Fig. 5)

Description: Dj-stinguished from MiLioLid sp. J by its
short, squat form.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite.

Suborder ROTALIINA De1age and Herouard, 1896

Superfamily NODOSARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1838

Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838

Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, l-838

Genus Nodosay,ia Lamarck, 181,2

Type species z NautiLus y,adicuLa Linne, L758.
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Nodosaria intercastata Reuss, 1860
(Pf. 4, Figs. 6-7\

Nodosaria intercostata REUSS, 1860, p.L79, p1.1,

( Seen in E 1l- is and Ivles s ina , 19 4 0 )

Distribution: Common in the lt{iria Marl, Korojon

Toolonga Calcilutite and !{ithnell No. 1. Rare in

River section.

fig. L79.

Calcarenite,

the Gaj

Nodosaria l-imbata drOrbigny, 1840
(Pf. 4, Fig. 8)

Nod.osaria finbata dTORBIGNY, I840, p.12, pI. 1, fig.l;

SLITER , 1968, p.53 , pI.4, fig. 15.

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Cal carenite and Toolonga

Cal-cilutite. Rare in the Miria Marl and I{ithnell No. 1.

Nodosaria cf. proboscidea Reuss, 1851
(Pf . 4, Fig. 9)

Nodosaria proboscidea REUSS, 185I, p.7, pI.1, fi-g. 6

SLITER, 1968, p. 54, pt. 4, figs. I2-L3.

Dj-stribution: Basal part of Site 2L7 onIy, rare.

Nodosaria ?veLascoensjs Cushman, L926
(Pf . 4, Fig. t0)

Nodosaria fontannesi Berthelin var veLascoensis CUSHMAN,

L926, p. 504, p1. 18, fig. 12.

Nod.osaria veLascoensis Cushman. CUSHMAN AND CAMPBELL, 1935,

p. 72, p1. 11, fig. 3¡ SLITER, 1968, p. 54, p1. 4, fig. 17.

Distribution: Rare, Gaj River and Site 2I7.
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Nodosaz,ia Sp. 7

(Pf . 4, Fig. 11)

Description: Test smal1, distinguished by its very elongate

chambers, depressed sutures, and smooth wal-I.

Distribution: Rare in the Miria Marl.

Description:

more inflated

Distribution:

Nodosaria Sp. 2

(Pf . 4, Fig. L2l

Squat test with depressed sutures, chambers

than /t/. Sp. 7 increasing slowly in size.
Rare in basal Site 2L7.

Nodosaria Sp. 3

(Pf . 4, Fig. 13)

Description: Very similar to 1t/. Sp. 7, however, its chambers

are slightly more inflated and not as elongate.

Distribution: Rare in basal Site 2L7.

Genus AstacoLus de Montfort, 1808

Type species z AstacoLus crepiduLatus de Montfort, L808

= NautiLus cr.epiduLus Fichtel and MoII , 1,798.

AstacoLus Sp. 1

(Pf . 4, Fig. LAl

Description: Fragment only. Smooth walled, small initial-
coil, uniserial portion of test with distinctive triangular
cross section.

Distribution: Rare in Gaj River.



AstaeoLus Sp. 2

(Pf . 4, Fig. 15)

Descript.ion: Fragment of uniserial portion of test on1y.

Test covered by distinctive striae.

Distribution: Rare, Korojon Calcarenite.

AstacoLus Sp. 3

(Pr . 4 Fig. 16 )

Description: Test smooth with rounded cross section, small

initial coil and large uniserial portion.

Distribution: Found at Site 2L7 (rare) and questionably,

Toolonga Calcilutite.

Genus Citharina drOrbigny in de la Sagra, 1839

Type species: VaginuLina (Citharina) strigiLLata Reuss, L846.

77.

7,

p. 94,

figs.14-15.

by Belford

Cítharina geisendoez.feri (Franke), L928

(Pf . 4, Fig. L7l

Vaginulína geisendörferzi Franke, 1928, p. 80, pl.

figs.18a-5.

Citharina geísendörferi (Franke), FRIZZE,LL, L954,

pI. LL, figs. 5a-b; BELFORD, 1960, p. 40, pl. 11,

Remarks: Differs slightly from specimens figured

in lacking steeply inclined sutures.

Distribution: Rare, Korojon Calcarenite, Toolonga

Calcilutite.
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Genus DentaLina Risso, LB26

Type speciesz Nodosav,ia (DentaLin¿) cuuieri drOrbigny, 1826.

DentaLina basipLanata Cushman, l-938

(Pf. 4, Fig. 18)

CUSHMAN, L938a,p. 38, pl. 6, figs. 6-8;Dentalina basipLanata

SLITER, 1968, p. 57 ,

Distribution: Common

except Minilya No. 1

is rare.

(P1.

DentaLina catenula REUSS,

SLITER, L968, p. 57, p1.

Remarks: Specimens found

Belford (1960) hence the

p1. 5, figs. B-11.

in all Western Australian sections

and the Toolonga Calcilutite where it

Dentq.Lina ?catenuLa Reuss, 1860

4, Fig. 19)

1860, p. 185, p1. 3 t figs. 6;

5, fig. 1.4.

are finer than those figures by

tentative identification.

Withnell No. L, rare.Distribution: Korojon Calcarenite,

Dentalina cyLindroides Reuss, 1860

(Pf . 4, Fig. 20)

DentaLina cyLindroides REUSS, 1860, p. 185, pI. I, fig. B;

BELFORD, l-960,çp.26-27, pl. 7, figs. 8-L2.

Distribution: Rare, Gaj River, Withnell No. 1, Minilya No. 1

DentaLina deLicatuLa Cushman, 1938

(Pl. 4, Fig. 2Il

DentaLina deLicatuLa CUSHMAN, 1938a,P. 40, Pl. 6, figs.

Cushman, L946, p. 7O, pI. 25, figs. 1-6.

Distribution: Rare Toolonga Calcilutite.

19-20 ¡
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1960

DentaLi,na Luma

Distribution:

Sites 2I7 a¡rd 2BBA.

DentaTina marcki Reuss, 1860

(P1. 4, Fig. 241

DentaLina narckjREUSS' 1860, p. 188, pI. 2, fig. 7¡

SLITER, L968, p. 58, pl. 5, fig. 19.

Distribution: Rare, Toolonga Ca1cilutite.

Dentalina megaLopoLitana Reuss 1855

(Pf . 4, Fig. 231

DentaLina megaLopoLitana REUSS, 1855, p. 267, p1. 8, fig. 10;

BELFORD, L960, p. 26, pI. 7, figs.6-7.

Distribution: Rare in all Carnarvon Basin sections.

DentaLína pertinens Cushman,1938 a

(Pf . 4, Fig. 251

Dentalina pertinens CUSHMAN, 1938a, p. 40 ' pI. 6, f igs. 15-l-B;

BELFORD, 1,960, p. 28, pl. 8, figs. 5-7.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite and Miria

MarI.

Dentali'na soLuata Cushman,1938 a

(Pl. 4, Fig. 261

DentaLina soluata CUSHI"IAN, 7938a" P. 39, p1. 6, figs. 9-I4;

SLITER, 1968, p. 58, pl. 5, figs. 20-2L.

Distribution: Rare specimens from Withnell No. 1.

DentaLina Luma Belford,
(Pf . 4, Fig. 221

BELFORD, L960, p. 34, pI.

Found in small numbers in

figs. 6-11.

sections except

10'

all
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Description: Elongate

D. Luma but lacks the

test.

Distribution: Rare in

DentaLina Sp. 1

(Pf . 4, Fig. 271

form, smooth watled. Very similar to
inverted 'rvrs" down the side of the

both Site 2L7 and Toolonga Calcilutite.

Genus Frondicularia Defrance in d'Orbigny, Lg26

Type species z Renulina compLanata Defrance , L924.

Fy,ondicuLaria az,chiaciana d rOrbign% Ig4O

(P1. 5, Fig. 1)

Fv,ondicuLaria archzaciana d'ORBIGNY, 1840 , p. 20 , pt. L ,

figs. 34-36¡ SLITER, L968, pp. 59-60, pl. 6, fig. 2.

Distribution: common in the Toolonga calcilutite and

Korojon calcarenite. Rare in the basar part of site 2j,7 and

in the Gaj River section.

FnondicuLaria bulLa Belford, 1960

(Pf . 5, Fig. 2l

Fnondicularía bulla BELFORD, 1-960 , p. 49 , pl. 13, f igs. 9-11.

Distribution: Toolonga Calcilutite, rare.

FnondicuLay,ia cf . buLLa Belford, 1960

(PI. 5, Fig. 3)

Remarks: similar to F. bulla, however, its initial chamber

not as inflated and is covered with distinct short costae.
Distribution: Korojon Calcarenite, rare.
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Frondieularia co stuli fera Belford, 1960

4l

Fv'ondicuLaria

figs. 1-3.

Distribution:

(Pf. 5, Fig.

costuLífera BELFORD, 1960 r pp. 5I-52, pI . L4,

Rare in the Toolonga Calcilutite.

Fv,ondicuLaris? disjuneta Belford. 1960

Fz,ondicuLaria

figs . L2-L5.

Distribution:

(Pf . 5, Fig. 5)

disjuneta BELFORD, L960, pp.-50-51, pl. 13,

Rare in the Toolonga Ca1cilutite.

Fy,ondicuLaria mueronata Reuss, 1845

(Pf . 5, Fig. 6)

Fz.ondicuLaria mucronata REUSS, 1845, p. 31, pI. 13,

figs. 43-44¡ SLITER, 1968, p. 62, pI. 6, fig. 7.

Distribution: Reasonably common in Site 277, Gaj River, the

Korojon Calcarenite and the Miria Marl.

FrondicuLaria pLani foLium Chapman, 1894

(Pf . 5, Fig. 7l

Fv,ondicularia pLanifoLiun CHAPI"IAN, L894, p. 158, pl. 4,

f igs. la-b; BELFORD, 1-960, PP.46-47,pL. L2 , f igs . I2-L3.

Distribution: Rare specimens from the Toolonga Calcilutj-te.

FrondicuLaz,ia teuria Fínlay, L939

(Pf . 5, Fig. 8)

FrondicuLaria teuría FINLAY, 1939, p. 3L6, pI. 26, figs. 60-61;

BELFORD, 7960, p. 47, pl. 13, figs. L-2.
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Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite, Toolonga

Catcilutite, and a single specimen in the Miria Mar1.

FrondicuLay'ia Sp. 1

(Pf . 5, Fig. 9)

Description: Test broad, fan shaped, initial

with a few distinct costae. Sutures strongly

pustulose ornamentation between.

Distribution: Korojon Calcarenite, rare.

chamber small

raised with

FrondicuLaria Sp. 2

(P1. 5 , Fig. 10 )

Description: Test small, elongate. Large initial chamber

foll-owed by only a few uniserial chambers. Surface of test
covered with distinctive reticulate pattern.

Distribution: Minilya No. 1, rare.

Fz,ondicuLaria Sp. 3

(P1. 5, Fig. 11)

Description: Test elongate, small initial chamber. Other

chambers slowly increasing in size. Sutures depressed, edge

of test carinate. Covered with discontinuous costae.

Distr j-bution: Rare, Miria Marl.

Type

L798.

Genus Lagena I¡lalker and Jacob in Kanmacher, L798

speciesz SerpuLa (Lagena) suLcata Walker and Jacob,
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Lagena heæagona (Vüilliamson), L848

(Pf . 5, Fig. I2l
EntoseLenia squamosa (Montagu) var heæagona WILLIAIUSON,

1-848, p. 20, p1. 3, fig. 23.

Lagena heæagona (Williamson) BELFORD, 1960, p. 55, pI. L4,

figs.14-15.

Distribution: Common in the Miria MarI.

Lagena hispida Reuss, 1863

(Pf . 5, Fig. L3)

Lagena hispida REUSS, 1863, p. 355, pl. 6, figs. 77-79¡

SLITERT L968, p. 64, pI. 6, fig. 2I.

Distribution: Minilya No. 1, rare, Gaj River, common.

Lagena ?stauensis Bandy, 1949

(Pt. 5, Fig. L4l

Lagena Laeuis (Montagu) var stauensis BANDY, 1949, p. 56,

pl. 7, fig. 15.

Lagena stauensis Bandy; SLITER, 1968, p. 65,

Distribution: Rare in Gaj River, Withnell No.

Miria Marl.

pr. 7,

L and

fig. L

the

Lagena suLcata Walker

(P]. 5 , Fig.

and Jacob, 1798

SerpuLa (Lagena) suLcata WALKER AND

1s)

JACOB , 1,7 98 , pI . 14 ,

fig. 5.

Lagena suLcata Walker and Jacob, BELFORD, L960, p. 55, pl. L4,

f igs . L2-1,3.

Distribution: Com¡non in the Miria Mar1.
I
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Genus LentieuLína Lamarck,, 1804

Type species z Lenticulina rotulata Lamarck, 1804.

LenticuLina muenaterí (Roemer), 1839

(Pl-. 5 , Fig. 16 )

RobuLina munsteri ROEMER, 1839, p. 48, pI. 22, fig. 29.

LenticuLina muensteri (Roemer) SLITER, 1968, p. 66, pl. 7,

figs. 9, 13.

Distribution: Abundant in a1I sections except Minilya No. 1

where it is common, Site 2L7 where it is rare and Site 288A

where it is absent.

LenticuLina cf.

(Pr '

Remarks: A variant of L.

rounded, apertural face.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Cafcarenite.

Lenticulina pondi (Cushman), 1931a

(Pf . 5, Fig. 18)

Robulus pondi CUSHMAN, L931a,p. 25, pI. 2, fig. 9.

LenticuLina pondi (Cushman) , SLTTER, 1-968, p. 67 , p1. 7

fis. 10.

Distribution: Common in the Toolonga Calcilutite, rare

the Korojon Calcarenite.

muensteri (Roemer), 1839

5, Fig. L7l

muensteri with a larger, more

,

IN
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LenticuLina subLatus (Reuss)

(Pf . 5, Fig. 19)

Cz.isteLLana sublata REUSS, L854, p. 68, pI. 25, fig. L3.

cusHMAN, L946,Robulus subLatus (Reuss) Cushman and Jarvís,
p. 55, pI. 18, fígs. 7, 8.

LenticuLina Sp. 1

(Pf. 5, Fig. 201

Description: Species distinguished by its very short

apertural face and a well developed flange around the margin

of the test.
Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite. Rare in
the Toolonga Calcilutite, Miria Marl-, Site 2I7, and Gaj

River.

Description: Test

the raised sutures

LenticuLina Sp. 2

(PI. 5, Fig. 2]-l

small worn. Readily

on the later portion

18 54

distinguished by

of the test.
and ToolongaDistribution: Rare,

CaIcilutite.

Korojon Calcarenite

Lenticulina Sp. 3

(Pt. 6, Fig. 1)

Description: Test large, very simíIar Lo L. muenstez.i but

with a large flange around edge of the test.

Distribution: Species common in the Toolonga Calcilutite.
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Genus MargínuLina drOrbigny, L826

Type speciesz MarginuLina raphanus drOrbigny, 1826

Marginulina ?j aruisi Cushman

(Pf . 6, Fig. 2l

Margínulina januisi CUSHMAN, 1938, p. 35, pI. 5t figs. 17,18;
CUSHMAN, L946, p. 63, pl. 22, figs. 18-20.

Distribution: Ivtiria MarI (Rare), Korojon Calcarenite (common).

Marginulina Sp. 1-

(Pi. 6, Fig. 3)

Description: Test elongate, smooth. Rectilinear portion of
the test consists of 3-4 inflated chambers, sutures depressed.

Distribution: Korojon Calcarenite, rare.

Description:

Rectilinear

to slightly

size.

MarginuLina Sp. 2

(Pt. 6, Fig. 4)

Test sma1l with initial striations.
portion small, generally smooth. Sutures flush
depressed. Chambers increasing only slowly in

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite, rare in

Minilya No. 1.

MarginuLina Sp. 3

(Pf . 6, Fig. 5)

Description: Test smaIl, simíIar to M. Sp. 2 but lacks

initial striations and final chamber more inflated.

Distribution: Withnell No. 1, rare.
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Description:

more rounded,

Distribution:

sections.

Marginulina Sp. 4

(Pf . 6, Fig. 6)

Simil-ar Lo M. jaruisi but differs by being

and final chambers are not as inflated.
Site 2I7, Toolonga Calcilutite, rare in both

Genus MarginuLínopsis A. Silvesteri, L904

Type species z Manginulinopsis densicostata Thalmann , L937 .

MarginuLinopsis teæasensis (Cushman), 1938

(Pf . 6, Fig. 7)

Marginulina teæasensis CUSHMAN, 1938, p. 95.

MargLnulinopsis teæasensis (Cushman), SLITER, 1968, p

pl. 8, figs. I2-L3.

Distribution: Gaj River only, where it is conmon.

7L,

MarginuLinopsis Sp. 1

(Pl. 6, Fig. B)

Description: Test medium to large distinguished by the

straight rectilinear portion of the test and striations
which cover it. Chambers inflated, sutures slightly
depressed.

Distribution: Site 2L7 and Toolonga Calcilutite, common

in both sections.

Genus NeoflabeLLina Bartenstein, 1948

drOrbigny 1840.Type species: FLabeLlina rugosq,
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N eo fLabeLLina prq.ereticuLata Hiltermann, 1953

(Pf . 6, Fig. 9)

NeofLabeLLina pra.ereticuLata HILTERIVIANN' 1953, p. 53, text-

fig. 3, fig. 37i BELFORD, L960, pp. 43-44, pI. 12, figs.7-8,

text -fí9. 2.

Distribution: Korojon Calcarenite, rare.

NeofLabeLlina retícuLata (Reuss), 1-851

(Pf . 6, Fig. 10)

FLabeLLina neticuLata REUSS, l-B51, p. 30, pl. 1, fig. 22.

NeofLabeLLina z,eticuLata (Reuss), POZARYSKA, L957, p. L62,

pI. 26, fig. 6¡ VILLAIN, L977,W.49-5QpI. 4, fig. L2.

Distribution: Single specimen from the top-most Korojon

Calcarenite. Rare in the Miria MarI.

NeofLabeLLina rugosa. (d'Orbignyf 1840

(PI. 6, Fig. 11)

FLabeLlina Í,ugosa d TORBIGNY, 1840, p. 23, p1. 2 , f ígs . 4-5 ,'7 .

NeofLabeLLina rlugosa. (d'Orbigny) , LOEBLICH AND TAPPAN, L964,

p. C522, fig. 407,6¡ SLITER, 1968, pp. 7I-72, pI. 8, fí9.27.

Distribution: Comrnon in the Miria Marl-, Gaj River, Minilya

No. 1 and Toolonga Calcilutite.

Genus PaLmula Lea, 1833

Type species: PaLmuLa sagittaria Lea, 1833.
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PaLmuLa piLuLata Cushman, 1938

(P1. 6, Fíg. L2l

PaLmuLa piLulata CUSHI'{AN, 1938, p. 37 , pl. 6, fig. 2¡

CUSHI4AN , 1-946 , p. 84 , pl. 32 , f igs . I8-2L.

PaLmuLa Sp. aff . P. pi.LuLata, BELFORD, l-960, pp. 42-43,

pl. !2, fígs . 4-6.

Distribution: Rare, Toolonga Calcilutite.

Type

L826.

Genus PLanuLaria Defrance in de Blainville, 1826

species: PeneropoLis auz,is Defrance in de Blainville,

PLanuLaria Sp. 1

(PI. 6, Fig. 13)

Description: Test smal-l-, ovoid. Large init.ial

short multiserj-al section with carinate margin.

raised, surface of test pustulose and initially
short discontinuous costae.

Distributíon: Korojon Calcarenite, rare.

whorl- and

Sutures

covered with

Description: Test

developed carinate

PLanuLaria Sp. 2

(Pl. 6, Fig. LAl

large, elongate, possesses a very well

uniserial section. Sutures slightly
raised, test smooth.

Distribution: Korojon Cal-carenite, common.
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PLanuLaz,ia Sp. 3

(Pl. 6, Fig. l-5)

Description: Test small, ovate, similar to PL. Sp. 1 but

differs by (a) being more angular, (b) possessing depressed

sutures, and (c) lacking costae. Surface of test pustulose.

Distríbution: Common in the Toolonga Calcilutite and

questionable occurrences Site 2L7.

Genus Ps eudonodo s ay,ia BoomgaarL, 1949

Reuss, 1850.Type species z GlanduLina díscreta

Pseudonodosay,ia manifesta (Reuss) 1851

(Pl. 6, Fig. 16)

GLanduLina manifesto REUSS, 1851, p. 22, p1. L, fig. 4.

Pseudonodosaria manifesta (Reuss), SLITER, 1968, p. 72, pI. 8, fig.18.

Distribution: Rare, Toolonga Calcilutite.

Genus Saracenaria Defrance i-n de Blainvil-Ie IB24

Type species: Saz.acenaz'ia itaLica Defrance , L824

Say,acenaria aff. coLez Srinvasan, 1966

(Pf . 6, Fig. 17l

Saracenaria coLe¿ SRINVASAN, L966, p. 238, pI. 2, figs. 10,13.

Description: Test small close coj-1ed with small- initial

whorl apertural face wide, concave with a distinct flange

around the edge of the test. Similar to S. coLel but

differs by having fewer chambers, a distinct keel and closer

coiling.

Dístribution: Common in the Toolonga Calcilutite, rare in

Withnell No. 1.
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Saracenaria trianguLaz,is (drOrbigny)

(PI. 6, Fig. 18)

Cz,isteLLarì,a triangularis d'ORBIGNY, 1840, p.

figs . 2L-22.

Sav,acenaria trianguLaris (d'Orbigny), CUSHMAN,

pI. 28, figs. 1-3; SLITER, 1968, p. 74, pI. 9

Distribution: Com¡non in Tool-onga Calcilutite,
Withnell No. 1.

Description:

section.

Distribution:

Genus Vaginulina drOrbigny, L826

Type species z NautiLus Legumen Linne , 1758.

VaginuLina cy'etacea P1ummer, 1927

1840

27, p1. 2,

L946, p. 58,

, figs . 3-4.

less so in

Saracenaria Sp. 7

(Pl. 6, Fig. 19)

Test sma1l, elongate, with long narrow uniserial

Rare, Korojon Calcarenite.

Vaginulina graciLis

p. I72, pl. 2, fig.
VaginuLína cretacea

(Pf . 6, Fig. 201

Plummer var cz,etacea PLUMMER, L92'? ,

B.

Plummer, CUSHMAN, 1946, p. 80, pl. 30,

figs. 11-14.

Distribution: Gaj River, rare.

Genus Vaginuli,nopsis Silvestri 1904

Type species z VaginuLina soLuta Silvestri var caz,inata

Silvestri, 1898.
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VaginuLinopsis Sp. 7

(Pf . 6, Fig. 2Il
Description: Test large, robust. smooth waIled. rnitiarly
coil-ed then uniserial-. sutures initially flush then srightly
raised. Similar to Vaginulinopsis directa (Cushman) but

differs by its possessing raised instead of depressed. sutures.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite.

Family POLYMORPHINIDAE drOrbigny, 1839

Subfamily POLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, L839

Genus Globulina drOrbigny in de

species z PoLymoz,phina ( GLobuLine )

la Sagra, LB39

gibba drOrbigny,Type

L826.

GLobuLina Lacrima (Reuss) 1845

(Pt. 6, Fig. 221

Polynorphina (GLobulina) Lacrima REUSS, 1845, p. 40, pI. L2,

fig. 6¡ p1. 13, fig. 83.

GLobuLina Lacríma Reuss, CUSHMAN, L946, p. 96, pl. 40,

figs . LL-L2.

GLobulina Lacrima (Reuss), SLITERT 1968, p. 77, pI. g,

fig. 17¡ pl. 10, fig. 1.

GlobuLína Lacrima Lacrima Reuss, BECKMANN, 1978, p. 766,

pl. L, fig. 28.

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite.
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GLobuLina LacrLma horrida Reuss 1-845

(Pf . 6, Fig. 231

GLobuLina honrt,da REUSS , 1845 , p. 110, pI. 43 , f ig. L4.

GLobuLina Lacrima Reuss var horrida CUSHI4AN AND OZAWA, 1930,

p. 79, pI. L9, fig. 3¡ CUSHMAN, 1946, p. 97, pl. 40, fig. 1,4.

GLobulina Lacrima horrida Reu',ss BECKI"IANN, I9-18, p. 766, pl. 3,

figs . 27-28.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite.

Genus GuttuLina d'Orbigny in d.e Ia Sagra,

speciesz PoLymorphina (Guttuline) communis

1839

drOrbigny,Type

1,826.

Guttulina Sp. 1

(pr. 7, Fig. 1)

Rare in both the Korojon Calcarenj-te andDistribution:

V'lithne1l No. 1

Guttulina Sp. 2

(Pf. 7, Fig. 2l

Remarks: The two species are distinguished

test shapeì G. Sp. 1 is globular, G. Sp. 2

Distribution: Rare, Vfithnell No. 1.

Subfamil-y RÀMULININAE Brady, 1884

Genus RamuLina Jones in

IN

l-s

the overall-

elongate.

Vlright 1875

L875.Type specíes z Ramulina Laeuis Jones
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RamuLina pseudoacuLeata (Olsson), 1960

DentaLína aculeata

f igs. 17-l-8.

(PI. 7, Fig. 4l

(d'Orbigny), CUSHIUAN, L946, p.67, pl . 26,

Dentalina pseudoacuLeata OLSSON, L96O, p. L4, pf. 3t figs.
RamuLina pseudoacuLeata (Olsson), SLITER, L968, p. 79, pI.

fig. 8.

Distribution: Common in the Miria Marl, and Korojon

Calcarenite, rare in the Toolonga Calcilutite.

L-2.

10,

Family GLANDULINIDAE Reuss, 1860

Subfamily GLANDULININAE Reuss, l-860

Genus Tv,i,|tiæ I{,acfadyen L94L

Type species z Rhabdogoníum Liasinum Berthelin, L879.

Tri,Stiæ sp. 1

(PI. 7, Fig. 4l

Description: Test smal1 featureless, uniserial throughout

with triangular cross-section.

Distribution: Rare, top of Site 2L7.

Subfamily OOLININAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1961

Genus Eíssurina Reuss, 1850

Type species'. Fissurina Laeuígatø Reuss, LB50
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Fissurina cf. orbignqana Seguenza 1862
(PI. 7, Fig. 5)

Fissurina orbigngana SEGUENZA, 1862, p. 66, pt. 2, figs.25-26¡

SLITER, L968, p. 82, p1. 11, fig. 3.

Remarks: Similar to F. orbiqngana possessing narrow bordering

keels. However, the specimens show no clear flange around

the outside of the test and the aperture is a slit rather

than being presented on the end of a short neck.

Distribution: Rare, Miria Marl, Korojon Clacarenite and Gaj

River.

Fjssurina Sp. 7

(Pf . 7, Fig. 6)

Description: Same shape and size as

differs in having both sides of the

Distrj-bution: Miria MarI and Minilya

cf. orbigngam but

decorated by costae.

I, rare in both

F

test
No.

cases.

Superf amily BULIMINACEA Jones, l-875

Family TURRILINIDAE Cushman, L927

Subfamily TURRILININAE Cushman, l-927

Genus PraebuLimina Hofker,1953

Reuss , L844.Type species z Bul-imina ovufum

Praebul-imina carsegae (Pl-ummer) 1931

(pr. 7, Fig. 7)

BufmineLLa carsegae PLUMMER, I93I, p. L79, pl.8, fig. 9

praebul-imina carsegae (Plummer) , HOFKER, 1957, p. L92,

figs.235-237¡ SLITER, 1968, p. 83, pl. 11, fig.16.
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Distribution: Common except Gaj River

it ís absent.where it is rare, and

PraebuLimina kickapooensis (CoIe), 1938

(Pl. 7, Fig. 8)

BuLimina kickapooensis COLE, L938, p. 45, pl. 3, fig. 5.

PraebuLímina kickapooensis (CoIe), HOFKER, 1957, p. 190,

figs.233-234; SLITER, 1968, p. 84, pl. 11, figs. L7-L9.

Distribution: Very common Gaj River, rare Minilya No. 1.

Praebulimina Laeuis (Beissel), 1891

(pr. 7, Fig. 9)

BuLimína Laeuis BEISSEL, 1891, p. 66, pI. L2, figs. 39-43.

PraebuLimina Laeuís (geissel), HOFKER' 7956, p. 7I, fig. 51.

Distribution: Common in all sections except Sites 2I7 and

2BBA where it is absent.

PraebuLimina reussi (lt{orrow)t L934

(Pf. 7, Figs. 10-11)

BuLimina v.eussi MoRRow, 1934, p. L95, pI. 29, fig. 72.

PraebuLimina z'eussi (Morrow) HOFKER, 1957 , p. IB7 , fig. 227 ¡

SLITER, L968, p. 85, pl. 72, fíg.1 (not fig. 2l¡

SLITER, 1977, p. 675, pl. 4, figs. 9-10.

Remarks: Two forms of this species are figured. Specimens

from the Carnarvon Basin (p1. 7, fig. 11) show a sharper

initial section than elsewhere.

Distribution: Cornmon in Gaj River, the Korojon Calcarenite,

Miria MarI. Rare in the Toolonga Calcilutj-te and Minilya No.1.

in all sections

Site 2881\ where
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PraebuLimina Sp. 1

(Pf. 7, Fig. L2l

?PnaebuLimina v,eus s'L (Morrow) SLITER , L968 , p. 85 , pI. L2 ,

f ig. 2 (Not Fig. 1) .

Remarks: Possibly a varíant of P. reussi. Distinguished

from this latter species by this more ovate test and shorter

apertural face which results in the curved aperture very

close to the top of the test.
Distribution: Site 2I7 on1y, rare.

PraebuLimina Sp. 2

(Pf . '7 , Fig. 13 )

Remarks: Easily distinguished from other members of this
genus by its large size and the lobate edges of its chambers.

Distribution: Single specimen from Site 2L7.

Family BOLIVINITTDAE Cushman, L927

Genus Boliuina drOrbigny, 1839

Type speciesz BoLiuina pLicata Cushmant L9LL.

BoLiuina incyassata Reuss, 1851

(Pl. '7 , Fig. 14)

BoLiuina incrassata REUSS, 185L, p. 29, pl. 5, fig. 13;

SLITER, L968, p. 88, p1. L2, fig. L4¡ SLITER, 1977, p.674,
pI. 5, fig. L.

Distribution: Common in aII sections except Toolonga

Calcilutite and Site 2884 where it is absent.
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BoLiuina incrassata gigantea Wícher, L949

(Pf . 7, Fig. 15)

BoLiuina 'Lncrassata

pl. 5, figs. 2-3.

BoLiuina incz,as sata

1955, p. 502, p1. 2,

fig. 15.

Reuss forma gigantea WICHER, 1,949, p. 85,

gigantea Wicll.er, BETTENSTAEDT AND WICHER

fig. L9¡ SLITER, L968, p. 88, pl. L2,

Distribution: Common in Site 2L7, Minilya No.l- and Gaj

River.

Genus BoLiuinoídes Cushman, 1927

Type species z BoLiuina draco Marssory L878.

BoLiuinoides cf. culuerensis Barr, 1967

(PI. '7 , Fig. 16 )

BoLiuinoides hiLtermanni BARR, L966, pp. 229-23I, pl. 36,

figs. 7, B; pI. 37, figs. 1-3.

Boliuinoides culuerensis BARR, L967, p. 136; PETTERS, L977,

pp. 1031-l-032, p1. L, figs. L0-L2.

Remarks: Similar to specJ-mens figured by Petters but

differs in the sharper initiar angle of test. B. culuerensis

s.s. is restricted. to the Late Santonian - Earty Campanian

(Barr 1.966, Petters L9771.

Distribution: common at the top of site 2L7, rare questionable

appearance in Withnell No. 1.



BoLiuinoides draco (Marsson) , 1-878

(Pf . -l , Fig. 1-7l

BoLiuina dv,aco MARSSON, L878, p.157r pl. 3, fig. 25.

BoLíuinoides dz,aco draco (Marsson), HILTERMANN AND KOCH,

1950, p. 598, fig. L, 72-73, 2-4, 52-54, 58-60, 5, 53,

69-70¡ SLfTER , 1,968 , p. 88, pI. L2 , f ig. L7 . (synonomy)

BoLíuinoides draco (Marsson) MONTANARO GAILITELLI, 1957 |

p. I45, pI. 33, figs. 14-16¡ BARR,7970, p. 646, pl. 99,

figs. 2,3¡ PETTERS, 1977, p. 1033, pl. 1, fig. 1.

Distribution: Found in varying numbers in a1I sections

except Toolonga Calcilutite and Site 288A'.

BoLiuinoides giganteus Hiltermann and Koch, 1950

(PI. 7 , Fig. 1-8 )

BoLiuinoides decorata gigantea HILTERMANN AND KOCH, 1950,

pp. 610-612t text, fLg.2-4, Do.49,51,63; text fig. S,

BoLiuinoides decoz,ata (Jonesl austraLis EDGELL | 1,954,

pp. 7I-72, pl. L3, figs. 5, 6¡ p1. 14, figs. 5,6.

BoLiuinoides giganteus Hiltermann and Koch, HOFKER, L957,

p. 267, text fig. 320¡ PETTERS, 1977, pp. 1032-1033, p1. 1

fig. 6.

Distribution: Miria Marl, Korojon Calcarenite (very common

in both sections), Withnell No. 7, Minilya No. 1 (1ess

common) .

99.

No. 50.
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BoLiuinoides ?giganteus Hiltermann and Koch, l-950

(Pt. 7, Fig. 19)

Remarks: Two small fragmentary specimens found. Test ovate,

inflated, covered with continuous reteral processes as in

B. giganteus. The two specimens are tentatively assigned to

this species.

Distribution: Rare, top of Site 2L7.

Bo Liuínoide s

BoLiuinoides dv,aco

1950, pp. 604-606,

46-48¡ text fig. 5,

BoLiuinoides miliaris

miLiaris Hiltermann and Koch,

(Pl. 7, Fig. 2Ol

(Marssonl miLíaris HILTERMANN

text figs. 2-4 r ûo. 32-34 (?) ,

l_950

AND KOCH,

39-4r,

no.39a-c.

Hiltermann and Koch, BARR, L966,

figs. 4-5; PETTERS, L977, p. 1034,pp. 234-235, pI. 35,

pl. L, fig. 3.

Distribution: Rare in Site 2I7 and the Korojon Calcarenite.

?BoLiuinoides Sp. 1

(Pf. B, Fig. 1)

Remarks: Test small, biserial with an acute periphery.

Early chambers indistinct lacking reteral processes. Fina1

chambers distinct, reniform with a single process extending

to the mid-line of the test.

Distribution: Common in the top part of the section at

Site 2L7.

Genus Loæostomoides Reiss, 1957

Type species z Boliuina applini Plummer, 1,927 .
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Loæostomoides cushmani Wickenden 1932

(Pf. 8, Fig. 2l

Loæostomoides cushmani WICKENDEN, L932, p. 9L, pI. L,

figs. a-b; CUSHMAN, L946, p. L29, pI. 53, figs. 24-3L.

Distribution: Very conìmon in the upper half of the Gaj

River section.

Family EOWIGERINIDAE Cushman , 1927

Genus Eouuigez,ina Cushman , L926b

Type species: Eouuigerina americ na Cushman , 1926

Uouuígez,ina americana Cushman, L926

(Pf. 8, Fig. 3)

Eouuiger.ina amey,ica.nct CUSHMAN, 1,926, p. 4, pl. !,

BELFORD, 1960, pp. 63-64, pI. 16, figs. 3-6.

Distribution: Miria lr{arI (common) , Withne1l No.l

No. 1 (Iess so).

f igs. 1-a-c;

t'{inilya,

Eouuigerina graciLis (Reuss) 1851

(Pl. B, Fig. 4l

Uuigerina gz'acilís REUSS, 1851, p. 77, pl. 5, fig. 39a-b.

Eouuigerina graci.Lt,s (Reuss) , CUSHMAN , 1946 | r3. l-15 , pI. 49,

fig. 6;VILLAIN, L977 p.'70, pI. 5, fig. 11.

Distribution: Rare Site 2!7, Gaj River and Miria MarI.
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Genus St.ilostome-ZJa Guppy, IB94

Type species: Sti l-ostomelLa rugosa Guppy I L894.

StiTostomef J-a aspera (Reuss), 1845

(P1. 8, Fig. 5)

Nodosaria aspera REUSS , 1845, p. 26 , pI. 13,

BELFORD, L960,

figs. I4-15.

p. 69, p1. 19,StifostomeLLa

figs - I-2 -

Distribution:
(common) .

aspera (Reuss) ,

Mj-ria Marl (rare) and Korojon Calcarenite

Stil-ostomeLf a ?sagrinensis (Bagg) , 1912

(P1. B, Fig. 6)

Nodosaria sagrinensis BAGG, L9I2 (seen in El1is and Messina 1940) .

Stil-ostomeLl-a sagrinensis (Bagg) VILLAfN , l-977 , p.47 , pL.4, fig.11.

Remarks: Identical to the description given by Bagg , I9L2

which Villain (1977) records from the type Maastrichtian.

Distribution: Top of Site 2I7 only, common.

Family BULIMINIDAE Jones, L875

Subfamily BULIMININAE Jones, 1875

Genus Bul-imina d'Orbigny, 1826

Type species z Bul-imina marginata Cushman, 1911.

Bul-imina prolixa Cushman and Parker, 1935

(P1. I, Fig. 7)

Bul-imina prolixa CUSHMAN and PARKER, 1935, P.98, pl.

fig. 5.

15,
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ReusselLa proliæa (Cushman and Parker) HOFKER, L957 , p. 2Og,

fig.255-256.
Pynamidina pz'oliæa (Cushman and Parker) SLITER, 1,968, p. g6,

p1. L2, figs . 7-8.

Distribution: common, Miria Marl, Korojon carcarenite and.

Withnell No. 1-, less common ín Minilya No. 1_.

Bulimina pseuodspinuLosa (Troetsen), 1945

(PI. B, Fig. 8)

ReusseLLa pseudospínuLosa TROELSEN, 1945, p. 26L¡ SLITER,

L977, pI. 5, figs. 8, 11.

Remarks: Tentative identification onry from specimens

figured by SIiter, 1977.

Distribution: Site 277 only, very common.

Bulinína Sp. 1

(P1. B, Fig. 9)

Description: Test smaIl, rapidly flaring. Thicker than

B. pnoliæa, arso lacks the twisted arrangement of chambers

which is common in that specj-es. chambers groburar, sutures

depressed. surface of the test occasionatly roughened as if
recrystallization has obscured ornamentation.

Distribution: Gaj River on1y, common.

Bulim¿na Sp. 2

(PI. 8, Fig. 10)

Description: Test squat, smarr, triseriar throughout. Later
chambers more disti-nct with slightly depressed sutures.

rnitial portion of the test blunt, heavily ornamented with
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reticulate costae and pustules. Final chambers partly

covered by vernicular ornamentation.

Remarks: Similar Eo B . arkadeLphiana, Cushrnan and Parker, however, tlæ

difference ín ornamentation style and. initial test shape

distinguishes it from this specics.

Distribution: Common in the Miria uarl, less so in Withnell
No. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

Subfamily PAVONTNINAE Eimer and Fickert, 1899

Genus ReusseLLa Galloway, l-933

Type species: VerneuiLina spinulosa Reuss, 1850.

ReusseLLa szajnochae (Grzybowski), 1896

VerneuiLina s zaj nochae

Pgnamidina szajnochae

pI. L2, fig. 13.

ReusseLLa szajnochae

pI. 16 , f igs. 1-6-19.

ReusseLLa szajnochae

f igs. 9-10; BECK¡4ANN,

Distribution: Found

except Site 2884.

(PI. 8, Fig. 11)

GRZYBO!ùSKr, 1896, p

(Grzybowski) SLITER,

287, pl. 9, fig.L9.
1-968, p. 87,

(Grzybowski) subspp. BELFORD, 1960, pp.66-69,

(Grzybowski) SLTTER, I9't7, p. 684, pl. 5,

1,978, pI. 2, figs. L6-17.

in varying numbers in all sections

Family UVIGERINIDAE Haeckel, 1894

Genus Pseudouuigerina Cushman, 1927

Type species z Uuigerina crLstata Marsson, l-878.
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Ps eudouuigez.ina plummerae Cushman, 1927

(Pl. 8, Fig. I2l

Pseudouuigerina pLummera¿ CUSHMÄN, I927a,p. 1l-5, pI. 23,

fig. B; SLITER, L968, p. 9I, pl. L3, fig. 11.

Distribution: Reasonably common in Ga-j River, the Korojon

Calcarenite, I¡üithnell No.1 and Minilya No. 1-.

Superfamily DISCORBACEA Ehrenberg, 1838

Family GLABRATELLIDAE Loeblich and Tappan 7964

Genus HenonaLLenia Chapman and Parr, 1931

Type Species z DítcoltbLna wi.L,soni Heron-Allen and Earland, 1922

HeronalLenia Sp. 1

(P1. I , Figs. 13-15 )

Description: Test smal-l, highly compressed. Umbilical side

concave, spiral convex. Chambers strongly crescentic with

thickened translucent rim. Umbilical side of chamber marked

with large lobe extending back over previous chamber.

Remarks: Very similar to the specimen figured by Sliter

(1968) as PseudopatellineLLa minuta but this species lacks

the thickened rim indicative of the Western Australian

material.

Distributíon: Rare, Korojon Calcarenite.

Family EPISTOIvIARIIDAE Hofker , 1954

Genus NuttaLLineLLa Bel-ford I L959

Type speciesz NuttalL¿na coz'onuLa Belford, 1958.



NuttalLineLLa coy,onuLa (Belford) 1958

(PI. I , Figs. 16-18 )

Nuttalina coronuLa BELFORD, 1958, p. 97, pI. 19, figs. L-i-4¡

test fig. 4.

/Vutt aLineLl,a coronula (Belford) ' L960 |

106.

Þ. B 4 ,pL.23 , f igs .7 -I2 .

the Toolonga Calcilutite.Distribution: Rare basal Site 2I7 and

?NuttaLLineLLa Sp. 1

(Pf. 8, Figs. 19-211

Description: Similar to N. cov,onuLa but lacks large

peripheral flange. Chambers smaller, more numerous. Test

biconvex but with very high spiral side. Final chamber of

final whorl drops below plane of coiling. Dissection

shows same toothplate structure as N. cov'onula. Specimens

from 2L7 tend to be thicker and more robust than in Gaj

River.

Distribution: Gaj River and top of Site 2I7, common.

Genus NuttaLLides Finlay,

Type species2 Eponides trumpyz NuttalI,

19 39

1930.

NuttaLLides cf. gaLiciensis Fisher , L969

(Pf. ,, Figs 22-241

NuttaLLides gaLiciensis FISHER, 1,969, pp. 1-94-795, text

f ig. l-a-c.

Description: Test large, equally biconvex with a thickened

rim around its periphery. Umbilical side involute with the

umbilicus blocked by a smal1 plug. Sutures raclial. Central

portion covered with a second.ary thickening. Spiral side
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evolute, with numerous small crescentic chambers. Initially
sutures flush, eventually they become slightly depressed.

Aperture a long slit at base of final chamber. Differs from

Nt. galiciensis by possessing less numerous, more crescentic

chambers and straight sutures on the umbilical side. Its
small umbilical boss separates it from Nt. tz,umpyi (Nuttall) .

Distribution: Site 2I7 only, common.

Family EPONIDIDAE Hofker 1951

Genus Eponides de Montfortr 1808

Type species: Nautilus nepandus Fichel and MoIl , 1,798.

Eponíde s

Eponides ?concinna Brotzen L936

(Pt. 9, Figs. 1-3)

concinna BROTZEN, 'J,936, p. L67 , pl. L2, figs. Aa-c¡

BELFORD, 1960,

Distribution:

p. 83, pl. 23, figs. 1-6.

Common in the Toolonga Ca1cilutite.

Eponides aff. concinna Brotzen, 1936

(P1. 9, Figs. 4-61

Remarks: Differs from Belford's (1960) figures by having

deeper umbj-lical side and larger chambers in the final whor1.

Distribution: Gaj River only, where it is coÍtmon.

Eponídes ? diDe?sus Belford, 1960

(Pf . 9, Figs. 7-91

diuev,sus BELFORD, 1,960, pp. 82-83, p1.Eponide s 22, figs . 11-26.
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Remarks: This species is possibly synonomous with Eponides

beisseli Schijfsma.

Distribution: All Western Australian sections, common.

Eponide s

(P1'

Gyroídina simpLeæ WHITE,

Eponides simpLeæ (White)

fig.1s.

Distribution: Common in

and lt{inilya No. 1.

simpLeæ

9 , Figs.

I928a, p.

CUSHMAN,

(white)

L0-L2l

29O, pl

1928a

40, fig. 7 .

L42, p1. 57,1946, p.

Site 2L7, caj River, Withnell No. L,

Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, L927

Subfamily CIBICIDINAE, Cushman, 7927

Genus Cibicides de Montfort, 1808

Type speciesz Cíbicides refulgens de Montfort, 1808.

Cib¿cides bembiæ (Marsson)

(P1. 9, Figs. 13-15)

Discorbina bembiæ MARSSON, IB7B, p. 167, pJ-. 5, fig. 37.

Cibicides bembir (Marsson) I4ARIE , !94I , p. 248, pt. I37 ,

fi9.350.

GaueLinopsís bembiæ (Marsson) HOFKER, L957,p. 330, text
figs. 380-384.

Distribution: Itliria Marl, Korojon Calcarenite, Withnell

No. I, Minilya No. 1. Abundant, in aII sections.
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C¿bicides steLLuLa (Belford), 1960.

(Pf . 9, Figs. 16-18)

GaueLineLla steLLuLa BELFORD, 1960, p. 1L0, pI. 33, figs. 11-18.

Distribution: Common in the Toolonga Calcil-utite.

Cibicídes nontey.eLensis (Marie) 1941

(Pf. 9, Figs . f9-2Ll

AnomaLina monterelens'Ls MARIE, L94I, p. 243, pl.

Gauelinopsis montereLensis (I,farie) HOFKERi L966,

fig. 60; VILLAIN, 1977, p. 59, p1. 7, figs. I-3.
Distribution: Common in Gaj River section, Site

the Korojon Calcarenite.

Cibicides DoLtziana (drOrbigny) 1840

(Pf . 10 , Figs . 1-3 )

RotaLina uoLtziana dTORBIGNY, 1840, p. 31, p1. 2

Cib¿cides uoltziana (d'Orbigny) MARIE, 194l-, p.

figs. 345-347.

r09.

37 , fig. 342.

p. 29, pI. 3,

, figs . 32-34.

247, pI. 37,

GaueLinopsís uoLtziana (drOrbigny) VILLAIN, I97'7 , pp. 59-60,

pI. 7, figs.4-6.

Distribution: Common to abundant in all sections.

?C¿bicides Sp. 1

(P1. 10, Fig. 4-61

Description: Test medium in size, almost planispiral.

Aperture at the base of final chamber one side evolute.

Sutures initially flush, finally slightly depressed other

side with sutures strongly thickened and raised. with some

secondary thickening in the centre of the test.

Distribution: Common in Gaj River.
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Family PLANORBULINIDAE Schwager, IB77

Genus PLanoz,buLina d. I Orbigny, 1-826

Type species: PLanorbuLt-na meditert,anensis Cushman, 1915.

PLanorbuLina Sp. 1

(Pf . 10 , Figs . 7-8 )

Description: Test large, flattened, and attached. Chambers

initially spirally coiled, later j-rregularly arranged. Ftat
on attached side, inflated on the other, coarsely perforate.

Distribution: Rare, Korojon Calcarenite.

Family HOMOTREMATIDAE Cushman, L92'7

Subfamily VICTORIELLINAE Chapman and Crespin, 1930

Genus Carpenteria Grey, 1858

Type speciesz Carpenteria balaniformis Grey, 1858.

Caz,pentev,ia conica (Belford), 1960

(P1. 10, Figs. 9-11)

Haer.eLLa conica BELFORD, 1960, p. 115, p1. 35, figs. I-I2.

Distribution: Common Toolonga CaIcilutite.

Carpentey.ia gLobosa (Belford), 1960

(Pf. 10, Figs. L2-l4l

Haez,eLLa globosa BELFORD, 1960, p. L1-6, pI. 35, figs. 13-20.

Distribution: Common Toolonga Calcilutite.
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Superf amily CASSIDULTNACEA d'Orbigny, l-839

FamiIy PLEUROSTOMELLIDAE Reuss, 1860

Subfamily PLEUROSTOMELLINA-E Reuss, 1860

Genus PleurostomeLLa Reuss, 1860

Type speciesz DentaLina subnodosa Reuss, 1851-.

PLeuv,ostomeLLa subnodosa Reuss, 1860

(Pf.10, Figs.15-16)

PLeurostomeLLa subnodosa REUSS, 1860, p. 204, pI.

figs. 2a-b; BELFORD, 1-960, p. 70, pl. L9, figs.
(Synonomy) , DUPEUBLE I L979 , pI. 3, figs. 3-4.

Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite,

the Toolonga Cal-cilutite.

PLeurostomeLLa toz,ta Cushman, 1926

(PI. 10 , Figs. 17-l-8 )

PLeuv,ostomeLLa torta CUSHMAN, L926crp. 18, pI. 2

CUSHMAN, 1946, p. 133, pl. 55, fig. 11.

Remarks: Specimens from the Korojon Calcarenite

represent a different species. The initial part

8,

3'4 ¡

rare r-n

fig. 7 ¡

possibly

of their

,

test is narrow but expands rapidly.

Distribution: Site 2I7, lVithnell No. 1 and the Korojon

Calcarenite. Rare in aI1 three sections.

Genus ELLipsoideLLa Heron-Allen and Earland, 1910

Type speci-es z ELLipsoideLLa pLeurostomelloides Heron-Allen

and Earland, 19l-0.
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ELLipsoideLLa Sp. 1

(PI. 10, Figs . 1-9-201

Description: Distinguished by its smal1 size and low

numbers of inf l-ated chambers, aperture a wid.e crescent with
a prominent hood.

Distribution: Site 2I'7, caj River, and Minilya No. L, rare

in all these sections.

ELLipsoideLLa Sp. 2

(Pf . 10, Figs. 2L-221

Description: Test very large, smooth, chambers rapidly
expanding in size. Aperture a small- deep slit at the top of

the final- chamber covered with a hook shaped flap.
Distribution: Site 217 only, rare.

Description:

narro\¡/ with a

Distribution:

Test smooth,

Family LOXOSTOMIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, 1-962

Genus Loæostomum Ehrenberg 1854

Type species z Loæostomum subrostz,atum Cushman, 1927 .

Loxostonum eLeyi (Cushmanl L927

(Pf. 10, Figs. 25-261

Boliuinita eleyi CUSHMAN, I927b, p. 91, pI. L2, fig. 11.

ElLipsoideLLa Sp. 3

(PI. 10, Figs . 23-24)

OnIy a single fragment found.

similar aperture Lo E. sp. 1.

Rare in Withnell No. l- only.
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Loæostomum eLeyi (Cushman) LOEBLICH AND TAPPAN, L964, p. C736,

fig. 603, 2-5¡ SLITER, L968, p. LI2t p1. 20, fig. 2.

Remarks: The specimen figured is from the Korojon

Calcarenite and, with its initial irregular raised sutures

may represent a ne\^r species.

Distribution: Top part of Site 2L7, Miría MarI and Korojon

Calcarenite, common.

Genus Az,agonia Finlay 1939

Type species: Aragonia zøLandica Finlay, 1939.

Aragonia ueLascoensis (Cushmanl 1925

(PI . 10 , Fig. 271

TeætuLaria uelascoensis CUSHMAN, L925, p. 18,

Aragonia ueLascoensis (Cushman) SLITER, 19'77,

Distribution: Rare in Site 2I7.

pI. 3,

pr. 7,

figs. La-c.

fig. L1.

Superfamily NONIONACEA Schu1tze, 1854

Family NONIONIDAE Schultze, L854

Subfamily CHILOSTOMELLINAE Brady, 1881

Genus Quadrimonphína Finlay, 1939

Type species z VaLuulina aLLomorphinoides Reuss, 1860.

Quadrímorphina aLLomorphinoi.des (Reuss), 1860

(Pf. 10, Figs . 28-291

aLLomorphinoides REUSS, 1860, p. 223, p1. 11,VaLuuLineria

fís. 6.
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Quadz,imorphina aLLomorphinoides (Reuss) TRUJTLLO, 1960, p. 330,

pl. 47, fig,15; SLITER, 1968, p. LI4, pl. 20, fig. 7.

Distribution: Site 2I7, Gaj River, Korojon Calcarenite and

the Tool-onga Calcilutite. Common in all four sections.

Subfamily NONIONINAE Schu1tze, 1854

Genus PulLenia, Parker and Jones

in Carpenter, Parker and. Jones, 1862

Type species: Nonionina bulLoides d'Orbigny, 1846.

PulLenia ?america.nq. Cushman, 1936 b

(Pl . 11 , Figs . 5-6 )

PuLLenía americana CUSHMAN, 1936þ,p. 76, pl. 13, figs. Aa-b,

5a-b; BELFORD, 1960, p. 89, pl. 24, figs. 16-18.

Distribution: Common in all sites containing benthonic

forms.

PulLenia eoryeLLi White, L929

(PI. IL , Figs . L-21

PuLLenia conyelLi WHITE, 1929, p. 56, pI. 5, fig. 22¡

CUSHMAN , L946 , p. L47 , pl. 60 , figs. 10 , LL¡ BECKMANII, L978 ,

pl. 3, fig. 21.

Distribution: Common in Site 2I7, the Korojon Calcarenite,

the Toolonga Calcilutite, Withnell No. I, and Minilya No. 1.
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PulLenia cretacea Cushman, L936

(Pf . 11 , Figs. 3-4 )

PuLLenia cy,etacea CUSHMAN, L936b, p. 75, pI. L3, fig. B;

SLTTER, 7968, p. 115, pI. 2I, fig. 2.

Distribution: common in site 2L7, Gaj River and questionably

the Korojon Calcarenite.

Family ALABAMINIDAE Hofker, l-951

Genus ALabamina Toulmin, L94L

Type species ¡ ALabamina uiLcoæensis Tou1min, I94L.

Alabamina austz,aLis Belford, 1960

(Pf . 11, Figs.7-91
ALabamina austraLis austraLis BELFORD I 1960,pp.84-85, pI. 23,

figs . 13-20; text figs . 4 ,5 ( 1-4 ) .

ALabamina austz,aLis obscura BELFORD, 1960, pp. B6-87, pI. 24,

figs. 1-8; text fig. 5 (5-7).

Distribution: Restricted to the Toolonga Calcilutite, rare.

ALabanina dorsoplana (Brotzenl, 1940

(PI. 11, Figs. L0-L2)

Eponides dorsoplana BROTZEN, L94O, p. 31, fig. I22.

Alabamina dorsopLana (Brotzen) , BROTZEN , 1948, p. 'J,02, pl. !6,

fig. 3, text figs. 25-27 .

Distribution: Miria Marl, Korojon Calcarenite, Toolonga

Calcilutj-te, and Withnell No. I, rare in all four sections.



Family OSANGULARIIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, L964

Brotzen, L94O

Brotzen, 1940.

I16.

1_840

. 3, figs. L-3.

L977, p. 56,

Genus 0sanguLaria

Type specíes z 0sanguLaz,ia Lens ,

0sanguLaria Sp. L

(Pf . 11, Figs. 13-l-5)

Descríption: Test large, biconvex, with a thickened rim

around its periphery. Spiral side evolute and marked by

secondary apertures on each chamber. Increasing in size

with age. Other side of test smooth, involute, with the

aperture a bent opening at the base of the final chamber.

Distribution: Common Site 2L7.

0sanguLaria Sp. 2

(P1.11, Figs.16-18)

Remarks: Distinguished from 0. Sp. 1 by its smaller almost

featureless test. The height of the spiral side is very

variable.
Distribution: Common in Withnell No. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

Genus GLobov,otaLites Brotzen, 1942

Type speciesz GLoborotaLia muLtisepta Brotzen, 1,936.

GLoboz,otaLites micheLinianus (d'Orbigny),

(PI. II , Figs . 19-21.1

Rotalina micheLiniana d'ORBIGNY, 1840' p. 31, p1

GLoborotaLites mìchel_ini^o, (d'Orbigny), VILLAIN,

p1. 9, figs. 4-6.
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GL ob o v, o t aLi t e s mi che Lini anu s

p. II9, p1. 22, fig. L.

Distribution: Common in Gaj

and the Toolonga Ca1cilutite.
Minilya No. l-.

Gyz.oidinoides

(P1.

RotaLina girardana REUSS,

Gyroidinoide s girardana,

figs. 10-12 .

Distribution: Common in

(d'Orbigny) SLITER , L968 ,

River,

Rare

the Korojon Calcarenite

in lrlithnell No. 1 and

GLoborotaLites Sp. 1

(Pf. 11, Figs. 22-24)

Description: Test very small. Relatively flat. spirat side,

central portion slightly raised and a raised angular shoulder

runs around the periphery. Coiling evolute. Deep u-shaped

umbilical side with a distinct umbilicus. Aperture an

elongate slit at the base of the final chamber.

Distribution: Gaj River, Withnell No. 1-, Minilya No. L.

Rare i-n all three sections.

Genus Gyroidinoides Brotzer¡ 1,942

Type species: RotaLina nitida Reuss , 1844.

girardana (Reuss),

72 , Figs. 10-12 )

1851, p. 73, pI. 5,

18 51

fig.34a-c.
pl. 9,VILLAIN, L977 , p. 57 ,

all sections except Site 2BBA.

Gyt,oidinoides nitida (Reuss) 1844

(PI. L2 , Figs. 1-3 )

RotaLina nitida REUSS , 1844, (in ellis and Messina I 19731 .
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Gyr.oidinoides nitida (Reuss)/ VILLAIN, 1977 r pp. 56-57, pt. I0.

figs. 1-3.

Distribution: comrnon in all sections except site 2ggA.

Ggroidinoides aff. pontoni Brotzen I94g

(Pf. 12, Figs . 4-61

Gyz,oidinoides ponton¿ BROTZEN, 1949, p. 76, p1. 11, figs . 4,5

Remarks: Similar to Gy. pontoni from the paleocene of
Europe. Arso shows a strong resembrance Lo Gy. unbilicata
(d'Orbigny) .

Distribution: Found in all sections except Gaj River and

2BBA, common.

Gyt,oidinoides umbiLicata (d'Orbigny), 1g4O

(Pf . 23, Figs . 7-9)

RotaLina umbilicata d'ORBIGNY, 1840, p. 32, pI. 3, figs. 4-6.

Gyroídinoides umbiLicata (d'Orbigny) , VÌLLAIN, Ig7'1 , p. 57,

pI. 10, figs . 4-6.

Distribution: Gaj River (common), Site 2I7 (rare).

FamiIy ANOMALINIDAE Cushman, 1927

Subfamj-Iy ANOIÍALINTNAE Cushman , 1,927

Genus AnomaLinoides Brotzen, L942

Type speciesz AnomaLinoides pLummez,ae BroLzen, L942.
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AnomaLinoides ?henbesti (Plummer), 1936

(Pf . 12, Figs. 13-15)

AnomaLina henbesti PLUMMER , L936 , p. 290 , pt. 5 , f igs. 7- j.O.

GaueLineLLa henbesti (elummer) Sf,ffgn, 1968, pp. L23-L24,

pI. 23, fig. 2.

Distribution: Common in all sections except Site 288A, Gaj

River and Tool-onga Calcilutite where it is absent.

GaueLineLLa

figs. 1-l-0.

AnomaLinoídes 'insculpta (Belford) , 1960

(Pl. 12 , Figs. L6-18 )

inscuLpta BELFORD, 7960, p. 109, pI. 33,

Distribution:
it is common.

Restricted to the Toolonga Calcilutite where

AnomaLinoides aff . pi.nguis (Jennings) , 1-936

(Pf. 12 , Figs . I9-2L)

Anomalina pinguis JENNINGS, 1936, p. 37, pI. 5, fig. 1.

AnomaLinoides p¿nguis (Jennings) OLSSON, L9'77 , pl. fV,

figs. F-c.

Remarks: Differs somewhat from the specimens figured by

OIsson by possessing a finer more compressed test.
Distribution: Common in Site 2I7, Miria Marl-, Korojon

Calcarenite, Withnell No. I, and Minilya No. 1.

AnomaLinoides murchisonensis Belford, 1960

(Pf. 13, Figs. 1-3)

Anomalinoides murchisonensis BELFORD, 1960, ptr.107-109, pl-. 32,

figs. L2-22. rext fig. L2 (1-6).

Distribution: Rare in the basal part of Toolonga Calcilutite.
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(PI. 13, Figs. 4-6)

AnomaLina ueLascoensis CUSHMAN, 1"925, p. 2L, pl.

CUSHMAN, 1946, p. 156, pl. 64, fig. 7.

GaueLineLLa uelascoensis (Cushman) SLITER, I977 |

GauelineLla cf . ueLascoensis (Cushman) BECKMANN,

I20.

3, figs. 3a-c;

pl. 13, fig. 1.

1978, p. 766,

p1. 5, figs. L9-22.

Distribution: Site 2I7, Korojon Calcarenite, lrlithnell No. 1,

and Gaj River. Common in each section.

AnomaLinoides Sp. 1

(Pf. 13, Figs. 7-91

Descript j-on: Test large , almost planispiral , j-nvolute .

Coarsely perforate especially on spiral side. Aperture a s1ít.

at the base of the final chamber. Species distinguished by

an irregular secondary thickening in the centre of the spiral

side.

Distribution: Abundant in both the Korojon Calcarenite and

Miria Marl.

Anomalinoides Sp. 2

(P]. 13, Figs. L0-L2)

Description: Test large, strongly compressed, almost

pJ-anispiral, numerous chambers per whorl, sutures initially
flush, finally thickened and raised. Both sides of test
perforate but with an imperforate periphery. Aperture a low

slit at the base of the final chamber with a slight lip.
Distribution: Common in the }liria MarI and basat part of the

Korojon Calcarenite. Abundant in the upper part of the

Korojon Calcarenite.
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Genus AnguLogaueLineLLa Hofker,

Type species:. Discot,bina graciLis Marsson,

1,957

1878.

AnguLogauelineLLa aff. bettenstaedti Hofker, 1957

(P1. 13, Figs. 13-15)

AnguLogaueLinelLa bettenstaedt¿ HOFKER, 195'7 , p. 367 ,

figs. 42L-422.

Remarks: Hofkerrs figures indicate a simpre smooth umbirical
side whereas the specimens found here show a complex radiar
arrangement of grooves centred on the umbilicus. Coarse

perforation is restricted to the spiral side.

Distribution: Abundant in Site 2I7 and the Miria MarI.

Common in Withnell No. 1-, and tr{inilya No. 1.

?AnguLogaueLineLLa cayeuæi (delapparent), I918

(Pf. 13, Figs. 16-18 )

RotaLina cayeuæi deLAPPARENT, 1-918, p. 89, p1. 9, figs . I-3, 6,

text. figs. 25-26.

Distribution: common in the Korojon carcarenite, less so in
Withnell No. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

AnguLogaueLinella y,akauroana (Finlay), 1939

(P]. 13, Figs . L9-21,1

PLanuLina rakauroana FINLAY, !939, p. 326, pl. 29, figs.
154-156.

Distribution: Common in the basal portions of Site 2L7,

Toolonga Calcilutite, and Korojon Catcarenite. Rare in
Withnell No. l- and Minilya No. L.
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Genus CoLeites P1ummer, L934

Type species z PuLuinuLina reticulosa Plummer, L927.

CoLeites Sp. 1

(PI. L4 , Figs . 1-3 )

Description: Test smal1, equally biconvex. Spiral side

evolute with large crescentic chambers and distinct, raised

sutures. Coarsely perforate final chambers. Centre of test
ornamented with reticulate pattern. Other side involute with

only the final whorl showing. Sutures initially flush, later
deeply indented. Aperture a narrow slit at the base of the

final chamber.

Distribution: Reasonably common in the Korojon Cal-carenite

and Miria }1arl.

Genus Kaz.rer.ia Rzehak, 18 91

Type speciesz Karreria faLLaæ Rzehak 1891.

Cibi.cide s

fig.9B.

Karv,er.ia af f . beaumontíana (d rOrbigny)

(PI. !4 , Figs . 4-6)

beaumontiana (drOrbigny) HOFKER, L957t p. 94,

Distribution: Common in the

Calcilutite, less so in Site

River.

Korojon Calcarenite and Toolonga

2I7 | Minilya No. 1 and Gaj
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Kay,r,ez'ia Sp. L

(Pf. L4, Figs.7-91

Descriptíon: Test medium in size, attached. Distinguished

from K aff. b¿aunontiana" by its initially planoconvex, regularly

coiled test, which is followed by a single whorl of highty

inflated chambers.

Distribution: Comrnon in Miria Marl, rare in Korojon

Calcarenite.

Genus Stenst,oeina

Type species z RotaLia eæscuLpta

Brotzen,1936

Reuss, 1860.

Stensioenia pommera.na. Brotzen , 1936

(Pf . 74 , Figs . l-0-12 )

Stensioenia pommer¿ancr BROTZEN, L936 | p. 166; VILLAIN, 1977,

pp. 58-59, pI. LI, figs. L0-L2.

Distribution: Common in Gaj River, Site 2L7, Korojon

Calcarenite, Withnell- No. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

?Stensioenia Sp. 1

(PI. L4, I'ígs. 13-15)

Description: Test small, planoconvex. Spiral side flat,

evol-ute, with slightly raised sutures. Other side involute,

sutures slightly depressed, possesses radial ornamentation

in centre of test, and large pores similar to those on

A. bettenstaedti.

Distribution: Restricted to Gaj River where it is common.
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Superfamily ROBERTINACEA Reuss, L850

Family CERATOBULIMINIDAE Cushrnan, 1927

Subfamily CERÀTOBULIMININAE Cushman, i-927

Genus C eratoLamarckina Troel-sen, L954

Type species z Ceratobulimina tubercuLata Brotzen, L948

Cez,atolamaz,ckina Sp. L

(Pf. I4, Figs. 16-18)

Description: Test small, almost planispiral. Spiral side

slightly evolute, sutures depressed. Large open umbilicus

fil1ed with pustulose ornament into which the aperture opens.

The aperture also continues round the base of the final
chamber almost into the spiral side.

Distribution: Rare, Korojon Calcarenite.

LATE CRETACEOUS PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERA

Superfamily GLOBIGERINACEA Carpenter, Parker and Jones, 1,862

Family HETEROHELICIDAE Cushman I L927

Genus HeteroheLiæ Ehrenberg, 1843.

Type species2 SpiropLecta amenica.na Ehrenberg, L844.

Hetev,ohelíæ gLabrans (Cushman) , 1938b

(PI. 15, Figs. 7-2)

GuembeLina gLabz,ans CUSHMAN , 19 3 8b, p. L5 , pl . 3 ,

Heteroheliæ glabrans (Cushman), OLSSON, 1960, pp.

fig. 4¡ ¡4ASTERS, L977, p. 343, pI. I, figs. 6, 7

figs. La-b, 2.

26-67, pI. 4o
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Remarks: Faint striae have been found on the initial portion

of the test of some specimens. Pore mounds such as recorded

by Masters (L977 ) are absent.

Distríbution: Present in varying numbers in all sections

except Site 2L7.

Heteroheliæ mov'emani (Cushman), 1938 b

(PI. 15, Figs. 3-4 )

GuembeLina moremani CUSHMAN, L938b, p. 10, pI. 2, figs. L5-17.

HeteroheLiæ moremani (Cushman), IIASTERS , Ig'77, pp. 346-347,

p1. 2, fí9. I, (Synonomy), PETTERS, L977, pl. Lt fig. 10.

Distribution: Base of Site 2L7, rare.

HeteroheLiæ pLanata (Cushman), 1938 b

(Pl. L5, Figs. 5-6i

Guembelina planata CUSHMAN, I93Bb, p. L2, fig. 13, L4.

Hetey.oheLix planata (Cushman) , OLSSON, L960, p. 27, pl. 4, fig. 6¡

PESSAGNOT L967, pp. 26I-262, pI. 86,_ figs. 3, 4¡ p1. 89,

figs. 6, 7. (Synonomy) PETTERS, 1977, pl. I, fig. 9.

Remarks: A single specimen from high in the section of Gaj

River appears identical to that figures by Petters (19771.

Distribution: Very rare Gaj River.

HeteroheLiæ puJehra (Brotzen), 1936

(Pl . L6 , Figs . 7-B )

GuembeLina puJchra BROTZEN, L936, p. LzL, pl. 9, figs.

not figs. 2a-2b.

HeteroheLiæ pulchra (Brotzen), ¡,tOUtaNARO GALLETTELLI,

p. I37, pI. 31, fig. 20¡ PESSAGNO, 1967, p. 262, pl.

fig.4.

3a-b,

L957 ,

87,
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Distribution: Common in the Korojon Calcarenite, MiniJ-ya

No. L, Withnell No. 1 and in the basal part of Site 2I7l

rare in the Miria Marl, Toolonga Calcilutite and Gaj River.

Heterohefix ? punctul-ata (Cushman), 1938

(P1. I5, Fig. 9-I0)

GuembeLina punctufata CUSHMAN' 193Bb'p. 13, pt. 2, figs. 15,16;

Heterohelix punctul-ata (Cushrtran) , PESSAGNO , L962, p. 358, p1. I,

-fig. 11; PESSAGNO, 1967, pp. 262-263, pl. 86, figs. 9-10.

Remarks: Under light microscopy this specimen seemed. to

have the typical punctate wall texture expected of

H. punctuLata, however, on the SEM, the wall ornamentation

was revealed as being short discontinLlous costae, and the

specimen then looked like a variant of H. uLtimatumida.

Further work is required to sort out the relationship

between these two species.

Distrj-bution: Singl-e specimen from the Korojon Calcarenite.

HeteroheLir striata (Ehrenberg) 1840

(Pf. 15, Figs. L7-I2l

TeætuLaz'ia striata EHRENBERG, 1840, p. 135, pI. 4

lalpha prime, 2alpha, not fig. 9aIpha.

HeteroheLix stv'iata (Ehrenbergl , PESSAGNO I L962,

fig. 5¡ MASTERS, L977, pp. 356-358, pl. 3, figs.

Distribution: Ubíquitous in sections studied.

f igs. 1-a1pha,

p. 358, pl. I
2, 3.

HeteroheLiæ uLtimatumida (Whitel L929

(Pf . 15, Figs. l-3-14 )

GuembeLina uLtímatumida WHITE, 1929, p. 39, pI. 4, fígs. 13a-b.
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HeteroheLiæ uLtímatumida (Vlhite) GOVINDAN, L972, p. 168,

pI. L, figs. 3-4.

Heteroheliæ Tobusta STENESTAD, L969, p. 658, p1. I, figs. l-7-I9¡
p1. 2, fig. 3a-b; text fig. 13a-c.

Distributíon: Common in Sites 21-7 and 2BBA, less so in the

Miria Marl, Korojon and Minilya No. 1.

HeteroheLiæ Sp. 1

(Pf. 15, Figs. 15-16)

Description: Test medium to large. Chambers strongly

inflated, slightly reniform. Later chambers with sma11

extensions interlockíng down the mid-Iine of the test,
sutures strongly depressed producing a "serrated edge" in
adult specimens. Sides of the test flattened. Aperture a

high interomarginal arch at the base of the final chamber.

Strongly striated
Remarks: The interlocking extensions are not flaps covering

supplementary apertures as in PseudoguembeLina.

Distribution: Rare in Gaj River and Site 2884.

Genus GubLerina Kikoine, 1948

Type species z GubLez.ina cuuiLLieri Kikc¡ine , L948.

GubLerina cuuilLieri Kikoine, L948

(Pf . L5 , Fig. L7 )

GubLev.ina cuuiLlieri KrKorNE, 1948, p. 26, pI. 2, fig. l-0.

BROWN, L969, pp. 57-58t p1. 2, fig. 7¡ pl. 3, fig. 5¡

pI. 4, fLg. 5.
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Gubl-erina rajagopalani GOVINDAN, L972, p- ;--70, pl. 2,

figs. 1-5.

Distribution: Common in aI1 sections.

GubTerina reniformis (Marie) , I941

(PI. 15 , Fig. 1B )

VentiLabreLLa renifotmis MARIE, L94I, p. lB5, pL.28, figs .277a-c.

Gubfetina reniformis (Marie), MASTERS, L977, pp. 334-336.

Distribution: Reasonably common in Gaj River, Sites 2I7,

2BBA, the Miria Marl and the Korojon Calcarenite.

Genus Pseudoguembefina Bronnimann and Brown' I953

Type specj-esz Guembefina excoLata Cushman, L926.

pseudoguembeLina is distinguished from HeteroheLix by

presence of flaps covering suppÌementary apertures do\'vn

midline of the test (Pessagno, L967).

the

the

Pseud.oguembefina costul-ata (Cushman) r 1938b

(P1. 15, Figs. L9-2L)

Guembef ina costul-ata CUSHMAN, 1938b, PP - L6-L7, p1. 3,

figs . 7a-b, B, 9.

pseu doquembefina costuLata (Cushman) , BRONNIMANN AND BROWN,

1953, pp.153-154, text. fig 5; Slt[TFI AND PESSAG]JO, L973r PP.24-25, P1.6,

figs. I-3, 4-5.

Distríbuticr-r: Found in every section except the Korojon Cal-carenite.

Pseudoguembefina excol'ata (Cushman), L926c

(PI. 16, Figs. 1-3)

Guembef ina excoLata CUSHMAN, I926c, p.20, PL-2, fig. 9
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PseudoguembeLína ercoLata (Cushman), BRoD{NIMANN AND BRO[ì]I{, 1953, p.153,

text figs. I,2,3r4i SMITTI AliD PESSAQIO, L973, pp. 25-26, pl. 6, figs. 6-10.

Distribution: Common in the Miria Marl, the Korojon

Calcarenite, Site 2BBA and Gaj River.

PseudoguembeLina kempensis Esker, 1968

(Pf . L6 , Figs. 4-5 )

PseudoguembeLina kempensis ESKER, L968, pp. L68-L69,

figs. 1-5; SMITH AND PESSAGNO, 1973, pp. 26-27t pl.

pl. 8, figs. I-4.

Distribution: Rare, Gaj River.

text
7 , figs. I-9,

PseudoguembeLina Sp. 1

(PI. 76 , Figs. 6-8 )

Description: Possibly a variation of P. costuLata, however,

P. Sp. 7 has a wider, more wedge shaped test.

Distribution: Rare in the Korojon Calcarenite.

Genus VentiLabreLLa Cushman, I92B

Type species: VentiLabrelLa egger"i . Cushman, 1928.

Of all the genera comprising the Heterohelicidae, the trio

VentiLabreLla, PLanoglobuLina and RacemiguembeLina have been

the most confused taxonomically (Brown 1963, Martin L972,

Masters L976, L97 7 and Smith 1978) . A review of the

reasons for the confusion is given in the above references.

Valid arguments for the recognition of these three genera

as separate taxonomic entities are to be found in Martin

(L972) and Smith (L9781 .
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VentíLabreLLa muLticamez'ata de Klasz, 1953

(Pl-. L6 , Fig. 9 )

VentilabTeLLa multicamev'ata De KLASZ' 1953, p. 230, pl- 5,

figs. l-a-b. MARTIN' L972, p. 88, pl. 3, figs- 1' 2-

VentíLabv'eLLa mq.nueLensis MARTIN, 7972, pp. 87-88. pl- 2'

figs. 5-8.

Distribution: Com¡non in Sites 2L7 and 2BBA and Gaj River.

Genus PseudoteætuLaria Rzehak' 1B9l-

Type species z CuneoLina eLegans Rzehak,

PseudotextuLav'ía deformis (Kikoine) , !948

(Pl. L6, Fígs. L0-11)

GuembeLina striata (Ehrenberg) Dq,vt. def ormis KIKOINE, L948,

p. 20, pl. I, figs. 8a-c.

pseudoteætuLaria deformis (Kikoine) PESSAGNOT 1967, p. 269,pI.90,

fig,16, pI. 92, figs. L9-2L, pL.97, figs. 16-17, pI. 98, figs. 1-5, 17, 18;

SMITII AI{D PESSAG{O, 1973, pp. 29-30, Pl. 9, figs. 1-4; pl. 10, fig. I

DistriJcution: Reasonably ccnÍÞn j-n all sections except l{orojon.

PseudoteætuLaria eLegans (Rzehak) IB91

(Pf. 16, Figs. L2-1'3)

Cuneol-ina elegans RZEHAK, 1891, p' 4'

PseudoteætuLaTia eLegans (Rzehak) MoNTANARO GALLEIIELLI

pp. 138-189, pI. 33, figs. 6a-b; SMITH AND PESSAGNO'

pp. 30-32, PI.9, figs.5-15; pI. 10, figs.2-6.

Distribution: AIl sections' common.

L957 ,

I973,
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Genus PLanogLobulina Cushman, L927

Type species z GuembeLina a.ceÍ,uuLinoides Egger, 1899.

PLanogLobuLina aceruuLinoides (Egger), L899

(Pf . L6 , Fig. 14 )

PLanogLobuLina aceruuLinoides (Egger), lvlARTIN, L972,

pp. BL-82, pt. 3, figs. 3-6 (neotype erected).

Distribution: Rare in all sections except Korojon, where it
is absent.

Genus RacemiguembeLina Montanaro Gall-itelli, 1957

Type species z GuembeLina fnucticosa Egger, 1899

(= Ps eudoteætuLav'ia uarians Rzehak, 1895 ) .

Racemiguembelína uarians (Rzehak) 1895

(Pf. L6, Figs. 15-17)

Pseudoteætularia uarians RZEHAï, L895, p. 2L'7, pI. 7,

figs. 2-3, not figs. la-b.

Racemiguembelina fructieosa (Egger), MONTANARO GALLITELLI,

L957 r pp. 142-1,43, pI. 32, figs. 14a-b, 15a-b, PESSAGNO,

L967, çp. 270-27L, pI.90, figs.14-I5 (Synonomy) .

RacemiguembeLina uarians (Rzehak) , SMITH, 1,978 | pp. 315-316.

PLanogLobuLina uarians (Rzehak), I{ASTERS, 1,977, p. 321.

Distributíon: Common in aII sections except the Korojon

Calcarenite and Site 288A'.
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Family PLANOI4ALINIDAE Boll-i, Loeblich and Tappan, 1957

Genus GLobigerineLLoides Cushman and ten Dam, L948

Type species z GLobigerineLLoides aLgeniana Cushman and

ten Dam, 1948.

There seems to be only three distinct forms of this

in the sections studied. Two are assigned to

GLobigerineLLoides multispinatus and GL. subcarinata.

third, fox reasons given below is not given a formal

name but is labelled GL. SP. 1.

genus

The

species

GLobigerineLLoides muLtispinatus (LaIicketl, 1948

(P1. L6, Figs. L7-2L)

ßLg.Lobígønínø!-La multispina LALICKER , 1948 , p. 624 , pt. 92 ,

figs. la-c, 2a-b, 3a-c.

GLobigey.ineLloides muLtispina (Lalicker) PESSAG{O, L967, pp.276-277, pL.70,

p-t. 70, figs. L-2; pl . 87, figs.10-11; pI.91, figs- I-2¡

SMITH AND PESSAGNO , L973 | pp.38-39, PI.13, .f igs. 1-1I.

Distribution: Common in all sections.

GLobiger"LneLLoides subcarinata (Bronnimann), 1952

(pr. 17 , Figs . L-2)

GLobigenineLLa mess'Lnae subsp. subcarinata BRONNIMANN, L952,

pp. 44-45, pt. L, figs. Ia-m.

GLobigerineLLoides subcarinatus (Bronnimann) PESSAGNO, 1'96'7,

p. 278, pI. 62, figs. L2, 13. SMITH AND PESSAGNO, L973,

pp. 4O=4L, pl. L6, figs. 10-12.

Remarks: Possibly the most distinctive of all species of

GlobigerdneLLoides. The unique imperferate band may Índicate

the necessity of its transferral to a new genus.
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Distribution:

Calcarenite.

Common in al-I sections except the Korojon

GLobigez,ineLLoides Sp. L

(PI. 17, Figs. 3-4)

Description: Test small planispiral, biumbilicate evolute,

8-9 chambers per whorl. Aperture a high interomarginal arch

with a tip at the base of the final chamber. Re1ict lips
visible in umbilici, surface occasionally pustulose.

Remarksz GL. Sp. f differs from GZ. muLtr.spi.nata by

(a) being more evolute, (b) possessing a larger number of

chambers per whorl, (c) never showing bifurcation of

aperture.

This species is almost certainly part of a plexus of froms

lumped by Masters (f977 ) into GL. uLtramicv,a (Subbotina).

This al-so incl-udes GL. a.spera (Ehrenberg) and GL, bolLi

Pessagno. The specimen figured by Smith and Pessagno 1973

as G. Sp. A is very similar, âs is GL. impensus Sliter. This

latter species, is, however, slightly different in being

consistently larger with more numerous chambers per whor1.

Further work woul-d be required on the types of al-l these

species to sort out relationships before even a tentative

identification can be made.

Distribution: Abundant in aIl sections except the Miria

Mar1.
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Family HEDBERGELLIDAE Loeblich and Tappan, l-96L

Genus HedbergeLLa

Type species z AnomaLina

Gandolf i , 1,942.

Bronnimann and Brown, 1958

Lorneiana drOrbigny, var trochoidea

HedbergeLLa cf. bulbosa (BeIfordl, L960

(Pf. 17, Figs.5-71
Rugoglobigerina (RugogLobigez,ína) buLbosa BELFORD, 1-960,

pp. 94-95, p1. 26, figs. 1-10; text fig. 7 (l--8).

Remarks: Very similar to specimens figured by Be1ford, l-960.

However, he reported that the species has four, rarely five,
chambers in the final whorl. The specimens found in this
study are more varied with five to six chambers not being

uncommon.

Distribution: Restricted to Toolonga Calcilutite, cofitmon.

Family GLOBOTRUNCANIDAE BroÈzen, L942

Subfamily GLOBOTRUNCANINAE Brotzen, L942

Genus GTobotruncana Gushman I 1927

Type species : PuLuinulina a.TCq Cushman , 1926.

Globotv,uncana aegAptiaca Nakkady, 1950

(Pf. 17, Figs. B-10)

Globotruncana aegAptiaca NAKKADY, 1950, p. 690, pI. 90,

figs. 20-22¡ SMITH AND PESSAGNO, 1973, pp. 42-43, pI. 17,

figs. I-7.
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Distribution: Common in

2L7, single questionable

rare in Sites 2BBA and

in Miria MarI.

caj River,

appearance

GLobotv'uncana a.Tca (Cushman) , 1926

(Pf. 17, Figs. 11-13)

PuLuinuLina arca CUSHMAN , !926c,p. 23 , pl. 3 , f igs. 1a-c.

GLobotzruncana a.rca. (Cushman) CUSHMAN, 1927c, p. L69 , pI. 28 ,

figs. 15a-c; I4ASTERS, L977, pp. 536-540, pI. 23, figs. I,2,4

Distribution: Abundant common in al-I sections.

G.Lob0trLunccLn(L cf . cLrLc(L (Cushman), 1926c

(P1. L7, Figs. 14-16)

Remarks: This species differs from G. a.Tca by possessing a

narrower double heel and a higher umbilical side.

Distribution: Common in the base of the Gaj River section.

GLobotv'uncana buLLoides Vog1er , I94l
(P1. 17, Figs. L7-I9l

GLobotruncena Linnei (d'Orbigny) subsp. buLloides

I94I, p. 287, pI. 23, figs. 32-39.

GLobotruncana bulLoides Vogler, PESSAGNO, 1967 r pp

pI. 64, figs. I5-L7¡ pI. 67, figs. 1-3t pl. 73,

pI. 75, fígs. 4-B; pl. 97, figs. 14, 15.

Distribution: Reasonably common in Site 21,7 | the

Calcarenite, Withnell No. I, Minilya No. 1.

voGLER,

. 324-326,

figs, 9, 10;

Korojon

GLobotz,uncana conica White , L92Bb

(Pf . 18 , Figs . 13-15 )

GLobotruncana conica WHITE, I92Bþ,P. 285, Pl. 38, figs. 7a-c¡

MASTERS, 1977, p. 545.
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Common in Gaj River section, single questionable

Site 2BBA.

Globotruneana contusa (Cushman) , 1,926c

(Pf . 1B , Figs. 1-9 )

PuLuinuLina a.rca. var contusa CUSHMAN, L926e,p. 23.

GLoboty,uncana contusa (Cushman) ,CITA, 1948, pp. 150-151, p1. 3

figs. 6a-c; SMITH AND PESSAGNO, L9-17 , pp. 45-46', p1. 2L,

figs. 1-5.

Remarksz G. contusa is easily recognised by its strongly

angular cross section and its crescentic, plicate chambers

which are always arranged in a quadrate pattern. plate 19,

Figures I-9 indicates, however, that within these constraints

the species is highly variable especially in the height of

the spiral side.

Distribution: Comrnon in Gaj River and Site 2884. Rare in

Site 2I7 -

GLoboty,uncana cf . contusa (Cushman), L926c

(Pf. 1B , Figs. 10-12 )

Remarksz G. cf. contusa possesses a more rounder cross

section than G. contusa, the periphery of the test being

circular not quadrate. It also possesses small non plicate
chambers reminiscent of G. orce..

The referral of this species to G. pateLLiformis by Wright

and Apthorpe (1976) is incorrect since it. lacks the larger

crescentic chambers of that species. Wright and Apthorpe

also record a continuum of forms between G. cf. contusa and

G. contusa ss. No such continuum has been found here. In
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fact, despite similarities to G. contusa it is possible that

this species has closer ties with G. a,rca.

Distribution: Relatively conìmon in Miria Marl, WithnelI

No. L, Minilya No. I, rare at top of Site 2I7.

GLobotv,uncana cretaeea (drorbignY) , 1840

(Pf. 1B , Figs. 16-18 )

Globigerina cretacea dTORBIGNY' 1840, p. 34, pI. 3, figs.
'J.2-r4.

GLobotnuncana

pp. B-10, pl.

pl. 47, figs.

Distribution:

cretacea (d'Orbigny) BANNER AND BLOW, 1-960,

'7 , f igs. 1a-c; }4ÀSTERS, I977, Pp. 551-555,

3, 4¡ pI. 43, fig. 1.

Singte specimen from the Korojon Cal-carenite.

GLoboty,uncana eleuata (Brotzen) 1934

(Pt. 19 , Figs . 1-3 )

Rotalia eLeuata BROTZEN, L934' p. 66, pI. 3t fig. c.

GLobotv,uncana eLeuata eLeuata (Brotzen) DALBIEZ, 1955,

p. L69, text figs. 9a-c.

GLobotruncana eLeuata (Brotzen) MASTERS, L977 r PP. 557-559,

pl. 42 , figs . 2-4.

Remarks: Many specimens which can otherwise be referred to

this species with great confidence possess a marginal

imperferate band,, occasionally accompanied by a weak second

keel just below the periphery of the test. (pf. L9, Fig. 2l

Distributíon: Common in aII sections except Korojon and

Withnell No. 1.
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GLobotv,uncana faLsocaLcarata Kerdany and Abdelsalam, 1969

(P1. L9, Figs . 4-61

GLobotv.uncana faLsocaLcarata KERDANY AND ABDELSA-LAM, L969,

pp. 26I-263, pl. L, fig. 1-4; pI. 2, filg- 1-2; DORREÐü, L974, p.178,

p1.1, fig. IIIe; I(ASSAB' 1975, pp.346-348, Pl. 1. figs 1c7;

pL.2, figs. L-4.

Distribution: Restricted to Gaj River where it is abundant

in the upper half of the section.

Globotv'uncana f ornicata Plummer, 1931-

(Pl. 19, Figs. 7-91

Globotnuncana fornicata PLUIvII'IER, I93I, pp. 198 - L99, pl. 13,

figs. Aa-b; MASTERS, L977, pp. 56 4-566 , pI. 44 , figs . 4-6.

Distribution: Occurs commonly in Site 2884, Korojon,

Withnell No. 1- and Gaj Rj-ver section.

GLobotv.uncana gansseri BoIIi, 1951

(Pf . L9 , Figs . l-0-12 )

GLobotruncana gansseri BOLLI, I95L, pp. L96-197, pI. 35,

f igs. 1-3; I"IASTERS, L977, pp . 566-569 , pI. 45 , f igs. 1-3.

Distribution: Common in Gaj River. Single very questionable

appearance in Minilya No. 1-.

Ro saLina

L0-r2.

GLoboty,uncana Linneiana (drOrbigny) , 1839

(Pf. 19, Figs. 13-15)

Linneíana d'ORBIGNY, 1839, p. 106, pI. 5, figs.

Puluinulina tricav'inata QUEREAU, 1893, p. 89, pI. 5, figs. 3a.
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Globotruncana Linneiana (drorbigny) CUSHMAN, 1931b, p. 90;

MASTERS, L97'7 , pp. 583-585, pI . 46, figs. 3, 5, 6 (Synonomy).

GLobotz.uncana Lapparenti BROTZEN, L936, pp. I75-1,76, text
figs. 2m (NOT la, c, 2ac, ef , L-J).

Remarks: It is ímpossible to separate the plexus of forms

variously referred to as G. Ldnneiana, G. Lappaz,enti and

G. tz,icarinøúa without resorting to some form of arbitrary
demarcation. Here they are grouped under one species

(C. Linneiana by priority).

Distribution: Common in Sj-tes 2884, 2L7, the Korojon

Calcarenite, Withnell No. L, Minilya No. 1 and the Gaj River

section.

GLobotruncana pateLLiformis Gandolfi, 1955

(PI. 19, Figs. 16-18)

GLobotruncana ôontusa pateLLifonmis GANDOLFI, L955, pp. 54-55,

pI.4, figs . 2a-c.

GLobotz,uncana pateLLi formis Gandolfi, SIVIITH AND PESSAGNO,

L974, pp. 50-51, pI. 2I, figs. 6-8.

Remarks: Although G. patelLiformis is clearly linked to

G. fornicata and G. contusa it differs from both; its
non-plicate crescentic chambers sets it apart from G. contusa,

the height of its spiral side separates it from G. foz,nicata
ItS circular periphery differs from both c. contusa and

G. fornicata.
Distribution: Found only in Site 2884 where it is reasonabJ_y

common.
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Gfobotruncana stuarti (de Lapparent) 19fB

(PI. 20 , Figs. 1-3)

Rosal-ina stuarti de LAPPARENT, 1918, PP. LL-L2, text fig. 4,

pl. I. figs. 5-7.

Gl-obotruncana stuarti (de Lapparent) , GLAESSNER, L937 ,

pp. 39-40 , pI. 'I I f igs. 13a-c; MASTERS, 1977, pp. 607-609 ,

pI. 53, figs. 2-3, pl. 54, fíg. l.

Distribution: Rare, Site 2I7, common Site 2B8A and abundant

in Gaj River.

Gfobotruncana stuartiformis Dalbiez, 1955

(Pl. 20 , Figs . 4-6)

Gl-obotruncana (GLobotruncana) elevata stuartiformis

DALBIEZ, L955, p. 169, text figs.lOa-c.

Gfobotruncana stuartiformis Dalbiez, PESSAGNO, L967,

pp. 357-359, pI. 80, figs- '3-6¡ pI. 92, figs. 1-3, p1. 93,

figs. 6-7, text figs, 43-44i 17, SMrTH AND PESSAGNO, 1973,

pp. 52-54, pl. 19, figs. l0-I2.

Distribution: Found in every section except Korojon

Calcarenite, Withnell No. 1 and Minilya No. l.

Gfobotruncana trinidadensis Gandolfi, 1955

(PI. 20, Figs. 7-9)

GLobottuncana cal-iciformis trinidadensis GANDOLFI, l-955,

p. 4J , pI. 3, figs . 2a-c.

Gfobotruncana trinidadensis GandoIfi, PESSAGNO, L967,

pp. 359-362, pI. 84, figs. 4-L2¡ p1. 90, figs. 9-l-3;

pI. 96, figs. L-2; text figs.57a-c; SMITH AND PESSAGNO, I973,

p. 54, pI. f8, figs. f1-I3.

Distribution : Site 28BA onIy.



GLobotv'uncana

pl.38, figs.

GLobotv'uncana

pI. 62, figs.

figs. 1-3.

Distribution:

Minilya No. l-

GLobotv'unce,na uentv'icosa. White, 1928b

(Pl. 20 , Figs. l-0-12 )

canaLiculata vat uentrico sa WFIITE,

5a-c.

uentv,icosa t'lhite' CUSHMAN, L946, p.

3a-c; I{ASTERS, I977 r PP . 6L4-61,5 ,

141.

1928b, p. 284,

150,

pI. 55,

Common Gaj River, DSDP Site 21,'7, V'7ithnel1 No. L,

Globotruncana Sp. 7

(pr. 20, Figs. 13-15)

Description: Test large compressed almost equally biconvex.

Five large cresentic chambers in final whorl. Very narrow

doubl-e keels border the test.

Distribution: Rare, Gaj River.

GLobotruncana Sp. 2

(P1. 20 , Figs. 16-18 )

Description: Test medium, coarsely perforate biconvex. The

aperture opens into a larqe open umbilicus. Sutures very

thickened. In the final few chambers, they reflex round

the acute periphery of the test without forming a continuous

keel.

Distribution: Rare, Site 2884.

Genus Bucherina

Type species z Bucherina

Bronnirnann and Brown , 1956

sandidgí Bronnímann and Brown , L956.
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Bucherina sandidgi Bronnimann and Brown, L956

(Pf . 2L , Figs. l--3 )

BucherLna sandidgi BRONNI¡4ANN AND BROWN, L956, p. 577, pl. 22,

fig. L9¡ pI. 22, figs. 19-21.

Distribution: Common in Site 288A, rare at top of Site 2I7.

Genus RugogLobigerina Bronnimann, 1952

Type speciesz GLobígerina rugosa. Plummer, 1927.

RugogLobigenina henacamez'ata Bronnimann' 1952

(PI. 2L , Figs . 4-61

RugogLobigerina neicheLi heæacamerata BRONNIMANN, 1952,

pp. 23-25, pt. 2, figs. I0-I2, text fig. Ba-m.

RugogLobigerina heæacamev'ata Bronnimann, PESSAGNO, L967.

pp.364-365, pI.74, fiq. 4; pI.9l' figs. 5-7; MASTERS, 1977,

pp.618-620, pl. 56, figs. 2,3.

Distribution: Gaj River only, cotnmon.

RugogLobigertna macrocephaLa Bronnimann' L952

(Pf . 2L, Figs. 7-9)

RugogLobigerina macrocephaLa macrocephala BRONNIIIANN' 1952,

pp. 25-27, pl. 2, figs. 1-3, text figs. 9a-s.

RugogLobigerina ma.cÍ>ocephaLa Bronnimann, SMITH AND PESSAGNO,

I973, pp. 55-56, pI. 23, figs. 1-3, 7-L0.

Distribution: SingIe specimen in Site 2BBA.

Rugoglobigerina ï'ugosa. (Plummerl, L927

(P1. 2I , Figs. L0-2l- )

GLobigerina rugosq. PLUMMER, L927, pp. 38-39, pt. 2, figs. 10a-d.
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RugogLobigerina rugosa rugosa (Plummer) BRONNIMIANN, L952,

pp. 28-33, text f igs. 1la-i , L2a-i, 1-3a-i.

RugogLobigerina rugosa. (Plummer) BOLLI AND OTHERS, 1957,

pp. 43-44, pl. LL, figs.2a-c; SMITH AND PESSAGNO, 1973,

pp.58-60, p1.25, figs. I-4.

RugogLobigez,ina (RugogLobigerina) piluLa BELFORD, 1,960,

p. 92, p1. 25, figs. 7-I3, text fig. 6 (1-6).

RugogLobígez,ina (RugogLobigez,ina) pLana BELFORD, 1960,

pp. 95-96, pI. 27, figs. 1-5, text flg. B (1-6).

Remarks: This species as recognised here shows enormous

variation and it is possible that further work would sptit

it into two or nore distinct species. plate 2I, Figures

7O-2I, gives some indication of the degree of variation
j-nvolved. The characters which vary most are the number of

chambers per whorl and spiral height (compare figs. 3a-c

and 3d-f). The degree of alignment of rugosites i_s very

variable.

Distribution: Found in all sections.

Genus TriniteLLa Bronnimann, 1952

Type speciesz TriníteLLa scotti Bronnimann, 1952.

Distinguished from RugogLobigerina by the possession of

flattened final chambers and imperforate margin.

TriniteLLa scotti Bronnimann, L952

(PI . 22 , Figs. 1-3 )

scotti BRONNIMANN, L952, p. 57, pI. 4, figs. 4-6,

30a-m: MASTERS, 1977, pp . 629-630 , pl. 58,

Tv,initeLLa

text figs.

figs. 2, 4.

Distribution: Common in Gaj River.
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Subfamily GLOBOTRUNCANELLINAE Maslakova' 1964

Genus GLobotv'uncaneLLa Reiss , 1957

Type species z GLobotruncana citae Bo1li 1951 (- GLobotz,uncana

hauanensis Voorwijk, L9371 .

Many authors suppress this genus as a junior synonym of

GLobotyuncana. Here van Hinte (1963) is foll-owed, that is: it,

is considered a valid genus and a senior synonym of

AbathomphaLus.

GLobotruncaneLLa hauanensis (Voorwijk) L937

(P1. 22 , Figs . 4-61

GLobotv,uncana hauanensis VOORWIJK, L937 , p. 195' pI. t,

figs. 25, 26, 29¡ MASTERS, L977, pp. 569-572, pL. 45, figs. 4-6

Globotv,uncana citae BOLLI , 7951-, p. L97, pl. 35, figs. 4-6.

GLobotruncaneLLa hauanensis (voorwijk ), SUIGLIE, 1958,

pp. 73-74, pL. 4, figs. 3a-5c.

Distribution: Sites 2884, 2I7 , Miria Mar1, Korojon

Calcarenite, Minilya No. L, Gaj Ríver Section. Common in

all six sections.

GLobotruncanella t-ntermedia (Bolli) 1951

(Pf . 22, Figs. 7-9')

GLobotruncana intermedia BOLLI, 795L, p. I97, pl. 35,

f igs . 7-9; I4ASTERS, 1977, PP. 576-57 B (Synonomy) .

Distribution: Comrnon in Sites 2884, 2L7 and Miria MarI.
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GLobotruncaneLLa mayaroensis (Bo11i) l-951

(Pl . 22 , Figs. 1-0-12 )

GLobotz,uneana ma7d.roensis BOLLI, 1951' p. 25 , p1. 35, f igs.

L0-L2; IvIASTERS, L977 r pp. 591--593, pI. 48, figs. 1-5.

Distribution:

Minilya No. 1- ,

Sites 2BBA, 2L7, Miria Marl, Withnell No. 1-,

Gaj River, corrmon in each section.

Family GLOBIGERINIDAE Carpenter, Parker and. Jones, 1862

Genus GuembeLitria Cushnran, 1933

Type species z GuembeLitria cretacea

GuembeLitria etLetec¿e Cushman

(P1. 22 , Figs. 13-l-4 )

GuembeLitria cretacea CUSHMAN' l-933, pp. 37-38, Pl.
L2a-b; SIvIITH AND PESSAGNO, L973, pp. 15-16, PI. 1,

Distribution: Abundant in the Miria Marl, Korojon

Calcarenite, Wit,hnell l.Io. 1 and Minilya No. 1.

4, figs.
figs. 1- 8.
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